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difficulties of drafting students. These difficulties were
aggravated by the heterogeneous nature of the classes at both
institutions. Less than ten cer cent of the students in the
high school drafting classes planned to continue their work
A few took drafting because it was required as
in college.
a part of their shop courses; some took drafting as a part
of an art course; others took drafting as a vocational subIn
ject; and the remainder viere w±thout definite objectives.
is
the junior college the total number of drafting students
smaller than in the high school, yet the distributIon
according to objectives remained approximately the same.
There was an increase in those having a direct or semivocational interest in drafting as well as in the total number of art students.
Drafting students at both institutions were relatively unselected and ranged across the whole scale of
ability and interest. The problem. then became that of setting
up a course that could be grasped by the weakest drafting students and yet which would interest and satisfy the superior
students.

Drafting training consists of tue presentation of
informations that relate to the selectionand placing of
views 0í commonly drawn objects, such as machines, houses, or
furniture; it consists of skills and techniques necessary to
the efficient construction of these views; and acquaintance

with the in±ormations and practices used in drafting.
The writer's viewocint went throu:h a transition,
changing from that of the proíessiona1 draftsman, interested
in techniques and production, to a recognition of the
1earnin. problems and difticulties of the adolescent high
school boy and girl and the older junior college student.
This new point òf view forced recognition o a need to
develop methods of teaching drafting inThrmations, sl:ills,
and techniques. The lecture-demonstration method was tried
for teachinir this information to both large and small groups;
individual demonstrations were tried; an extensive writing
program was carried on; textbooks were widely used; but none
of these methods produced the desired efficient method of
teaching.
An analysis was made of learningunits in drafting
to find the areas where ordinarymethods fail. The results
of this anal;sis was the recognition. of areas that needed
treatment. Different methods viere tried to find those most
satisfactory for use in presenting the information in these
areas. Some of these methods were, the preparation of special blackboard demonstration equipment; the drawing of wall
charts; and the devising of simplified demonstrations. when
a motion picture camera and projector became available at
Richmond, a series of teaching films were taken as a solution to this roblem.
This study is centered upon the development of the
teaching motion picture and its adaptation to teaching situations in the classroom. It covers the development of equipment and of methods for taking the teaching film and the
animated film. It describes the experimenting which was done
to develop equipment and methods for u.sing the films ±n the
classroom, which involved moving classes to a special projection room, aswell as in presenting the film in the
drafting classroom. The projection tunnel was developed and
tested for use in the lighted classroom. Various materials
and surfaces were tried for viewing the projected pictures.
A technique was developed for presenting, new topics
by means of films. Iethods vreré developed for individual
demonstration. Adevice was constructed to use films ïn the
classroom to show techniques and nrocesses which needed
repetition. The film editor was pressed into service as an
individual teaching device for students to use at their
desks. Processes for remedial instruction were developed.
The use of tle motion picture canera was also brought out in
the production of films as part of the teaching process.

As a result of the study, it seems obvious that
certain needs in the drafting field should be met. A reanalysis and simplification of drafting for the non-college
and general education student is needed.
Tany more teaching
films are needed in drafting. There is need for simple and
inexpensive projection equipment. Film viewers must he
redesirrned to adapt them to instructional use. Textbooks,
lesson sheets, and work guides, correlated with the teaching
f um, are needed.
A supply of the films should be available
through film libraries. Remedial teaching, by use of the
teaching film, would be the basis for an excellent future
study.
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THE DEVELOPHENT AND USE OF HOTION PICTURES
FOR TLACRINCi DIFFICULT AREAS IN

DRAFTING
CRAP TER

I

INTEL ODUCTI CN

mechanical drawing teacher in the secondary
school is raced vîibh a number o problems that demand
The

attention.

is raced with

student poijulation that
falls into groups With a wide range of abilities and with
widely varying degrees of interest, due partly to the
present tendency to demand that all students continue in
school

until

1e

a

years of age or longer.
He formerly dealt with a selected group of students that had relatively little difficulty in understanding arid performing tile operations and processes involved
in drafting. He nov: is faced with students who, both from
lack of interest and lack of background, are slower to
grasp meanings and implications from lecture, demonstration,
and

16

discussion.

beaknesses inherent in these commonly used teaching devices all point toward the need for a new method that
will be more effective in teaching these students. This

is particularly ap9arent in certain areas of drafting
which, by the nature of their content, are unusually d±fí1cult to teach. It is necessary in the search for this new
need

2

method to use in teacuin

in

mind the ío11owinr

1.

these diJficu1t arcas to keep

points:

method must be Thund or devised that will
present the principles and. oractices of drafting in a manner more vivid and more interestarousing than was possible by older methods.
2. A method of rrcsentation must be selected
which is understandable by students of widely
A

varying interests and background.

3.

A

4.

A

can be

method must be selected which will show
and quickly the details of an instrumerit, a technique, or a process.

clearly

method must be selected which will fit the
large numbers of students who have other than
a college objective.

It is believed that time-tested teaching methods
improved. It is ftlt that inoreeffective teaching

aids can be devised.
As

tiie

result of long contact with students

who

intention of going to college and yet who felt the
need for training in drafting, it became apnarent that
methods of presenting drafting knowledge needed simplification as well as the addition of some interest building
treatment.
Further, there was evident need in this subject
which depends so much on skill, for a rapid and efficient
method of presentation that would increase learning effihad no

ciency so as to allow more time to make drawings.
Efficiency of learning demands that the student

3

grasp quickly, completely, and vividly the information

being presented so that he can put it into immediate use.
This thought is expressed by

iorner (l2:4-5),

who says:
Tue aims of every prorressivc teacher should be
to plan and to present his work so that the
students may master the subject (technique or
information) with facility and with economy of
time. Among the methods to be employed should
be listed everything that increases the appeal
and clarifies the subject-matter, for such

methods will promote efficiency and give more
time for other endeavors.
The instructor who has experimented with visual
aids in his shop program has no doubt concluded
that this is one of the easiest and surest
methods of promoting natural learning. In
visual instruction he probably has found some
of the most efficient instruments wherewith to
insure vividness and concreteness of concepts
formed by the students.

Statement of the Problem
In this studj is presented the method used in

developing and fitting the teaching motion picture for
use in draftin

classes as a solution to some of these

teaching problems.

It is the purpose of this study to

describe the construction and the development of a group
of films specially designed to aid teachers in presenting

instruction in certain areas of drafting which are
*

Tuae first number refers to the correspondingly nunbered item in tile bibliography.
The second number
refers to the page of the reference.
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unusually difficult for the average student group to grasp
when presented by methods ordinarily employed.
The Scope of the Study
The time and expense involved and the availa-

bility of material limited the study to the development
of equipment, to t ae taking of the teaching film, and to
a

consideration of their uses Ln the classroom under

teaching conditions.

The limitation of time can be

appreciated better when one realizes that approximately
two hours of time is needed to photograph an animated se-

quence that runs throur1i the projector in ten seconds.

Procedure

While the writer had long felt the need for
better methods 3f presentation of drafting

i af orma t ion

and skills, yet the use of films as the best available

solution to the problem became possible only after a

nurn

ber of years of experimentation.
The experimentation proceeded along these lines;

first,

an extensive use of the lecture method including

note taking by bhe students; second,

the co:1oilation

of

the material included in the notes into instruction sheets
With

a resulting

transfer of lecture time to drafting

practice; third, a parallel testing and development of devices to make more effective presentation b

lecture,

5

coupled with testing of the small-group demonstration technique; fourth, and £inali,

tiae

development of the teaching

1Lm.
The procedure while developing the film may be

divided as follows:

first, the parts of the drafting

course which proved hard to present to the class by lecturc, demonstration, or in lesson sheet form were iso-

lated; second, criteria were set up for the selection of
the type of film that should be used in presenting this

information; third, both equipment and techniques were

developed for taking the pictures; fourth, methods
the films in

tb.c

of'

using

classroom had to be developed; and fifth,

projection equipment had to be devised and tested.
The teaching methods and the teaching films

described in this study have been worked out br the writer
:in

teaching drafting to high school students over a period

of eleven years at Richmond, California; in teaching ter-

minal students in the junior college at Stockton, California for three years; and in teaching graduate students and

teachers-in-service during summer sessions at Oregon State
College, Corvallis

l'or

four years.

CEAPTE±'. II

REVIEW

(J

RELATED STUDIES

During the time covered by tuis study, a
tinuous search has been made for

would aid in the development

ol'

cori-

ub1ished. material that

the teaching film and of

the technique for its use in the classroom.

Little mater-

ial is available in suitable form to be used by the indi-

vidual teacher in preparing his teaching films.

Articles

published in various popular magazines describing the
animated motion ricture produced in ilollywood and by other
technical studios of°ered little helç on account of the
expensive type
the films

o

equipment as well as by the nature of

themselves.
Cercain related studies are reviewed briefly in

the following oaragraphs:
iles, Erwin L.,

Visual Aids and Unit Instruction Sheets
for a Course in Automobile Battery
Ignition, unpublished master' s thesis,
Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon,

lO5.

In this study the author has discussed the use
of combined visual aids and unit instruction sheets for

the teaching of a course in auto mechanics.

His contri-

bution is that of a careful analysis of the field and the
setting up of unit lessons around this analysis.

Other

than illustrating i1S instruction units with excellent

7

photograohs and drawings little use is made

o

visual

aids.

Davis, Liarion R., Visual Teaching Aids for hand Tool Processes in woodworking, unpublished
niaster's thesis, Oregon State College,
Corvallis, Oregon, 1940.
The validity and implications pertaining to

visual materials are covered in this thesis.

writer collects the types 01 different

Also this

eaching aids use-

ful in the classroom and discusses their aolication and

limitation.

His discussion of the important considera-

tions in a satisfactory teaching film touches on its use
in the classroom.

He shows an excellent

:roup of aopli-

cations of the visual aid to specific teaching situations.

homer, Phil

A.,

Visual Instruction Supplement
to
Industrial Education, unpublished master's
thesis, Oregon State College, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1937.

His review of the difficulties ìreventing wider

apolication in the classroom of visual aids is excellent,
as is his discussion of benefits to be derived from the use

of the aids.

His suggestion of a slan for integrating films

into a course el study may be used as a guide to the teacher

organizing a course in drafting.

Valuable, also, are his

suggestions on the field trip, the glass slide, graphs,
maps and exhibits.

Cockin, Floyd

ilbur, The Use

o.f
otion Pictures as a
ieans of Instruction in Introductory
Iechanical Dra'iing, unpublished master'

s

thesis, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, l93.

This is an experimental study in which the author attempts to determine:

(i)

the feasibility of using

motion pictures as a means of instruction in introductory
mechanical drawing;

(2)

whether such an instruction unit

would be more efficient than demonstrations by the instructor;

(3)

whether such

a

unit would be more economical in

time than conventional methods; and (4) whether similar

units would be advisable in the introduction of subsequent
phases of mechanical crawing.
Jrown, 1. J., and Drafting Room Practices, Engineering Exnoose, F. E.,
periment Station, llorth Carolina State
College of Agriculture and Engineering,
Dulle tin ,2l, 1940.
This report, which covers only the State of iorth

Carolina, indicates that there is relatively little interest
among the colleges in the use of visual aids for teaching

drafting.

Only six are repor'bed as using motion cictures,

while nine use glass slides.

0f the 84 institutions not

using motion pictures some indicate an interest and desire
to try them.

A few institutions have interested themselves

în the use of the motion picture to teach letterinrt,
with

very encouraging results.

Those institutions Which have

tried both the sound and silent motion picture report

excellent results from their work.

lo

CEAPTER

III

BACKcR0UND OF THE STUDY

iOW

In

the Problem

Caine

to be ieco5nized

l24,

while a student at Oregon State
Ûollee, the writer discovered that mechanical drawing
teaching was following a set pattern which had existed

for

years.

pattern was used in the high
school where he had learned the fundamentals of drafting,
and in the engineering courses in college. The problems
viere fitted to the different age groups, but the general
pattern 0± topic-outline was the same. This .attern Íollowed a logical presentation of the material but was
fitted poorly to the needs of the learner. The similarity
oí material and the continuation of a tonic-tye of course
presented a challene to devise a better teaching method.
Perhaps this challenge, coupled with an interest in drafting, influenced the writer to transfer to industrial arts
and to prepare for entrance into the teaching field.
The search for a better teaching procedure led
first to the preparation o. teaching outlines and lessons,
which included many detailed :iethods and handy kinks used
many

The saine

by draftsmen, but not commonly found in

texts or in the
classroom where mechanical drawing was taught. ?hese were
methods and hints that students needed to know so that they

li

could learn to draw more easily and more rapidly.

loo1dn
draftin[.

bac: over this period, it reflects a review
as seen

viousl-j the v;ori

ti-irou;;la

the eyes o

has been thought oí

view first of a learner,

a teacher,

ron

In
oÍ

vhere pre-

the point of

then as a professional draftsîan.

While doing job drafting, as well as during employment in
different commercial drafting rooms, it seemed that the
academic approach used in teaching drawing left much to be
desired.

The attitude of workmanship, as

seen from the

draftsman's point of view, was largely absent.

Drawing had

been reduced to meaningless e;ercises that had little touch

with reality.
The first teaching position held by the writer

showed the difference in method and in handling between the

commercial draftsman and the student draftsman.

dal

draftsman is interested in production.

The cominer-

HIS job is to

turn out raoidly and efficiently drawings that fit definite

situations.
tecimiques,

He is expected to be well qualified in tool

projection theory, and in all of the trade kinks

that make up the working tools and methods of an exper-

ienced workman.

±;ut

little of this type of informat:Lon can

be used by the learner.

Instead of trying to give trade methods and
skills to a beginner, the problem must be approached from
the instructional

oint of view.

Any work the student does

12

must be chosen with his learning problems in mind.

The

sequence of informations and skills must fit the learning

process rather than the production process.

The develop-

ment of skill must be slow and must be capable Of adjustnient to the

learnerts needs.

This orinciple is clearly expressed by Payne.
HiS words adequately describe the trarsition faced by the

writer at Richmond.

He outlines succinctly the process of

analyzin2 and writing lessons and the accompanying search
for effective teaching methods.

Payne says (14:3):

The trade worl:ers who aspire to become efficient
in the field of teaching must be prepared to
learn a new vocation, that of teaching their
particular trade.
They must learn the psychology of the students, the psychology and pedagogy cl' the teaching-learn.Lng process. They
must learn that, as there are very definite
techniques of handling tools, materials, and
processes, so there are equally definite techniques of teaching.

They must learn to analyze their vocations,
organize, and classify the material derived
from these analyses into courses of study,
into lessons, lesson plans, job sheets, project outlines, instruction sheets, etc.

Teaching at Ricbiond offered many peculiar opportunities.

Prom 12 per cent to 16 per cent of the total

student body of the school enrolled in the drafting classes.

Ths

percentage increased as the school population in-

creased.
1937)

(It was aporoxiinately 800 in 1927 and

lOO

in

'ith few exceptions drawing was taken as a tenth

13

year subject.

A few eleventh and twelfth year students

were in the drawing classes as a result of late changes

in

major courses or because they had continued into advanced
drafting.

These students reïresented a cross-section of

the school population.
as listed in the courses

They represented manf objectives,
they were taking; they repres-

ented many ability levels; and they came from many diversified home situations.
The industrial arts objective was foremost.

The

large majority of these boys were in the drawing class

because they liked manipulative activities.

In each hun-

dred students there would be found from fifty to sixty
students of

th:Ls

type.

These boys took one year of draft-

ing.

A smaller group of students prepared for drafting
as a vocation.

They generally took two years of drafting.

There were seldom more than four or five of these boys

every hundred students.

n

About a like number presented

drafting as a required subject for college entrance in such
courses as engineering, architecture and art.

They viere

allowed only one ydar (two semesters of twenty weeks) in

which to complete their drafting training.

Classes were

fifty minutes long and were held daily.
A considerable DroDortion of those taking the

subject were pursuing it as an elective.

Thei selected
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iechanica1 drawing, shop work, or applied science in an
attemt to salvage their interest and direct it into some

useful line. IIany took drawing because they wanted credit.
Richmond, within a few minutes drive of Oakland, Berkeley,
and San irancisco, is definitely within the big city atmosphere. Its location had considerable effect upon the
student attitude.
The Teaching

Situation at

Richmond

Student's 1amily and Lducational background. Students
taking the mechanical drawin: courses at Richmond were
drawn from Anerican and foreign families. There were many
whose families were from the South European areas; there
was a small number of Japanese and Chinese

oarentage; and
there were a few Negroes. The Italians were in the majority. Parents of these children were engaged in some form
of mechanical work in the Standard Cil refinery, or the
Rheem ifianufacturing Company, or in other industries located
in Richmond and nearby towns. A smaller number of students
carne freni families employed in business or in the professions. Some came from the surrounding countryside where
agriculture and market gardenin was done.
There was a noticeable

difference in educational
background between children growing up in homes where the
parents had had little training and those who were well

15

trained. :any o.f the Japanese and South :uropean children
wore excellent workers, being both industrious and careful.
The most

outstanding students were from homes where the

father or rother had had trainin beyond grade school or
were engaged in professions or businesses that formed a
background on which tiie child could build. Several examples of outstanding students in this group may be cited:
One was a boy whose father was the art director in the
local art tile manufacturing company; another was a girl
whose father managed a technical corcelain factory; and
the third was a girl whose father was the manager of the
local branch of a large furniture store, part of a chain
which extended over Central California.
1i

They

ere .Lakin

Crawing.

Oit of approximately 250

students a day taking mechanical drawing from two separate
teachers, a goodly proportion were taking the subject as
part of a course that prescribed drawing as a required subject. Another group took drawing as an optional subject,
and a

relatively small group took drawing as

a

definite

trade subject.

students were further divided into two
groups - those coming froni the junior high school where
they had liad a so-called "finding course" in drawing and
those who had had no previous training. It can readily be
These
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this description that the toachLng situation at
iüchrnond was that ol the average 1are hirh school where
mechanical drawing is cìered. A cross-section o the
students would show a few definitely oppcsed to work of
any kind; a number ol' students without feeling one way or
another toward drafting; a numier o students takin drafting becai.se their course demanded it; a group taking drawinc because it was included in their shop courses; a small
seen

ror

taking drawing to meet college entrance requirements; and another small group taking drafting as a vocanumber

ticnal subject.
The resulting heterogenuous group was one which
required widely difierent types of handling. with from
five t-o seven classes a day, a carefully organized activity program was necessary to keep the students busy at
worthwhile activities. The wide variation in intelligence,
interest, and ability in drafting also raised many teaching
problems.
The

At hiobmond.

Ability Level of Students Studied
With a large propor ion of the

dent-s of average

ability

drafting

and with non-college aims,

stu-

teaching problems differed widely from those encountered in
classes of college ability. Such a situation often results
in a discipline rob1em among the low ability group.
1ong
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think slowly and who fail to understand
explanations from reading or from diagrams in texts.
These boys are literal and concrete in their thinking.
Little can be clone for them in the abstract. ñiese students lack the motivation of the better equied students
who plan to enter college and who have the mental equipment to do so. Such students nrt.ist have their work planned
so that there is some external motivation. There probably
are many reasons for this attitude, one of which has been
vell expressed by Dorns (1:17), who mi:ht have been describing these particular students when she said,
"Children, largely because of their limited experience and lack of knowledge as a basis for understanding and appreciation, are not interested in the abstract
They are more apt to be interested in things, objects
and people."
These students, in generai, have a very different
life objective than the traditional high school student who
was being preiared for collego entrance and for a piace of
leadership. They are those described as "the other 85 per
cent". They are those WhO will be tradesmen, or small
then. are many who

businessmen, or

Stockton.

who

will

be

laborers.

the terminal students at the junior
ccliege we find tho same elements in the student group as
were encountered at ichmond. iere, first and second year
At

Among

-J-c)

junior college students taking terminal courses were enrolled in semi-vccational drafting; art majors were taking
drafting as a service course in which to learn instrumentation and perspective; and a few vere vocational students.
In Stockton there is a variation in ability and
interest equal to that found in the high school group.
This is a more selected group, although a small percentage
come to the terminal classes without high school training.
Teaching Problems and liethods

Techniques. As the drafting, teacher analyzes
Skills
his subject and faces his teaching problems, he finds
among them certain factors which may roughly be divided
into two parts; one, the teaching of drafting skills; and
the other, the teaching of drafting informations. We may
consider them in this order. Drafting skills are generally
referred to in textbooks as :nstrunieritation, which includes
such things as the methods of using the drawing. tools and

instruments. here em)7hasis is wlaced on learning certain
techniques that are inherent in the design of the tool or
instrument, and which depend on the work that is done with
them.

It is

of major immortance for the student to

learn these basic techniques thoroughly and at once.
problem of the instructor is to show effectively the

The
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setting of the tool or instrument, any necessary adjustments to it, and the details Oí the technique

iese skills and techniques

o

its use.

are taught by demon-

strations, lectures, and individual assistance.

is

TIere

probably the weakest part of the teaching process.
Infor,iation,

Principle, Lethod..

Included in the list of

information topics are Droblems of presenting clearly to
the student the steps in a process and in assisting him

to learn its basic principles.

study of

This occurs first in the

simie orthographic projection and

latex' as pro-

jection is used in special cases, such as awdliary pro-

jection, sectioning,

or in pictorial projections.

ihese information topics have been taught by

lesson sheets, textbooks, lectures, demonstrations, or by
conbinations of these methods.

These teaching methods are

more successful for ûresenting information than are the

methods used to teach the skills.

But they, too, can be

improved.
Practice Time

-

Experience.

Drafting must be taught so

the student has an opportunity for much practice.

:Je

must

be able to practice a method or a principle that he has

learned enough times to master it before he goes on to
another.

This need imposes in the instructor the necessity

for a method of presentation that is fast and efficient

and which will take but little time 1rou his work on the

drawing board.

Dorns

(8:3)

expresses this idea in these words:

IuCii is said in recent times about eíiciency in
work and 000nouy of time.
L'i1ese two factors are
just as necessax7 and important in the educational field as in industrial and commercial
life. Hence there is need of finding as many
effective service agencies as possible to
increase the efficiency of the teaching process.
Amon these agencies is to be listed whatever
incrcases the aneal and clarifies the matter
to be mastered, for such an agency aids economy

and thus frees time for other efforts.
The imiortance of time

to the high school stu-

dent can be realized when we find that he often takes such
a poorly iresented course

that he can complete

to forty small drawings per semester.

only thirty

Small wonder chat

barris (8:21) reoeats:

"Conservation of time has been emphasized in
preceding pages as being as necessary in educational procedure as in the management of any industry or business.
The child's time is precious.

.
.

Teachers must find a demonstration technique
that will be direct, vivid and obvious, and which will re-

quire a minimum of the student'

s

time to master.

The heakness of Commonly Used Teaching Methods

The Class Demonstration.
to relatively large

Vhen teaching mechanical drawing

class groups by the standard lecture-
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demonstration method, a demonstration technique must be
used that will allow each student in the class to see
clearly and to understand easily the exlanation of the
method, technique, or process which is described in the
lecture.

tJmstattd (L3:300) expresses the value of the

blacl:board as a visual teaching aid in these words:
The teacher should use the blackboard frequently as he explains new points to the grou.
drawings not only clarify the points; they remain on the board for a tiLle and by their repeated impressions aid retention as vieil. A
good blackboard technique will add to the cfíectivenoss of any teacher. It is a skill which
should be acquired by all.

Chalk drawings on the blackboard are commonly

used to enlarge the tool or show the process so that all
the class can see it.

l'or

draftinc< orocesses such as

orthographic projection, for geometric constructions and
for step-by-step processes, the use of the board demon-

stration is excellent and permits a clear explanation of
a sequence.

T'ne

necessary drawing can be made large

enough to be seen easily from any part of the classroom
by all members of the class listening to the lecture.
This method of class demonstration is used where a smooth

flow

o

process.

steps can be used to describe the details of the
A board demonstration is generally successful in

describing the basic principles involved in projection in
either the first angle or the third angle.

It can also be

used to discuss the shape and proportion of ieters.

It
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could be used equally vel1 in explaining the ìrinciple o

auxiliary projection or the method

o

layin

out simple

patterns ior sheet metal drawins.
Loard demonstration is excellent

or occasional

group discussions of the geometric construction orocesses,
steps in the dirferent projection processes, and drawing

sheet sizes and layouts.

Board deonstration is especially

ef±ective when the student follows the explanation on the
board by doing tue same steps on a drawing at his desk.
This permits the student to ask for answers to questions

which may occur to him as he atte:pts to duplicate the
drawing being made on the blackboard.

3ut an attempt to

show by a blackboard drawing the condition ol the nibs of
a ruling pen,

oi

the

setting and adjustment of the needle-

point el a compass is seldom successful.

There are several reasons for the failure of

blackboard drawings for demonstrations of this later tye.
One reason for its lack of success is that

fey;

instructors

are good enough artists to be able to make a convincing

sketch of the pen or the compass.

Co:mlete transfer of

information under these conditions can result only after
long explanation at the board, followed by extended indivi-

dual instruction, a method that is very inefficient.

there

is little carry-over from the average or poorly-made

sketch

on the blackboard, by means of which the instructor
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attempts to show the use of the pen or compass, to the
same instrument in the student's hands as he attempts to

do the work on his drawing board.

Success in transfer of training is greater when
a rapidly but accurately-made sketch is used to illustrate

the principle or the application coupled with an effective

and flowing lecture,

or patter that parallels and describes

the work being demonstrated.

this effectively.

Few teachers are able to do

In this respect, the board demonstration

fails.

Teaching by lecture has a serious disadvantage
inherent in any form of discussion.

Success in verbal

transfer depends, according to Weber (17:25), on a commonness of experience.

he says,

"Verbal transfer is a marvelous economy in many
ways, but only when both parties to the exchange of ideas

have a common experience."
This requirement immediately places the begin-

ning and inexperienced student at a serious disadvantage.
Few such students have had sufficient experience to gain

much of value from a lecture.

This difficulty has been

heightened further by the use of language that was far too
technical for them to understand.

"Examination reveals that

Dorns reports
.

.

.

(8:25):

from 50 per cent

to 75 per cent of our teaching passes over the heads of
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the rrajority of our pupils because
and

it is

too abstract

bookish."
Yet

vie

have long lived under the curse of oxees-

verbalization in the teaching of drafting. This has
been partly due to the selected group of students generally found in secondary schools. They could grasi enouh
s:Lve

from a verbal explanation to be able to supply the

rest

their own experience on the drafting board. To
overcome this disadvantage we must provide such students
out of

with an immediate and vivid

first

impression.

To

again

quote weber (17:2r3),

"lar the creation al a brand-new idea, the actuai experience is the best method of arproach. It conveys cloarcut images arid relation feelings; and it does
this in a way which is not only quicker but also more satisfying to the learner."
As we have pointed out, the nature of the draf ting tools and instruments makes this impossible by the
lecture-derionstration method alone. The adjustment or the
setting of the needle point on the bow compass can be demonstrated to only three or four students because the
needle is smaller than one-sixteenth inch in diameter and
the adjustments which must be made on it are in proportion
to that size. Little success accomoanies a verbal explariation of the adjustment. Some method of presenting this
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inorriationa1 unit to both sìall and large groups is
needed, and there are many similar situations in other

tool operations or processes oí drafting:.

board drawin::s are often raoidly and poorly

drawn since few draftin

teachers are excellent artists.

Enough relovant detail is omitted
duce seriously the transfer of
to the student.

tile

froni the

drawing to re-

idea from the dravïing

A drawing, at best, is only a fair sub-

stitute for the actual object bein,: studied, as for e::ampie, when the discussion centers around the adjustment of
the nibs of the ruling pen or the setting of the needle-

point on a compass.

During this discussion the pon or

compass should be used to explain the needed adjustment or
se t t i ng.

In describing

lect: tpe

tile

difficulties inherent in a

of presentation, iioelscher says (11:168):

One needs only note the difíiculty with which
adults get and retain the gist of a lecture,
to be convinced that the lecture method is
wasteful.
The listener's mind rrnst travel at
the same rate as tile lecturer's.
To linger
after an idea in an attempt to get its full
meaning means the loss of the speaker's next
point
io matter how slowly the t cacher may
go or how many times he may repeat, the person who trios to grasp the full significance
of what is said will shortly find himself
behind.
.

A further disadvantage of the board deLlonstratian lies in the fact that the teacher. is often fron

thirty to forty feet from some members of the class.

Students sitting in parts

the room distant í'rom the

o

board seldom can hear clearly all of
often are unable to see all o

tiie

discussion and

the process as it is de-

Deective hearing and sight both increase

monstrated.

these difficulties.

The probleni is further complicated by

the average high school student's reluctance toward ien-

tioning such personal difliculties to the instructor with
a request that he might change his seat to see or hear

better.

Either of these reasons can cause partial or

total loss to SUCh students 01 the information contained
in the lecture.

At a distance, instruction in details of

adjustment 01 the small instruments and drawing tools is

a

total loss.
Class demonstrations, with the whole class

grouped around the instructor, offer discipline IDroblems
caused by crowding.
profit by SUCh

a

Often only a few students can sec and

demonstration.

Small groups must be used

if all are to see the details of the demonstration, but
the instructor must repeat the demonstration enough times
to cover the entire

class.

This method makes inefficient

use 01 the instructor's time.
Several obvious but relatively ineffective solutions to the weaknesses of the board demonstration present

themselves.

Large and coiiilete drawings are often made on

the blackboard with large drafting instruments made
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esecia11y for use

at the blackboard.

teachers are very effective in

nialcing

Some drafting

such drawins,

Which are excellent examples of draftsmanship and make
but these displaj drawings lack certain

fine displays.

imDortant requisites if they are to be used as
device.

A

made during

a

teaching

inj used for demonstration 2uroses

te

discussion.

The student should see it

grow and should hear the accompanying explanation as it is

being drawn.

His problem is to know how tue parts of the

drawing are made, and the proper sequence to follow in
making them.

ihc display drawing which requires so much

time and effort to execute that the draftsman feels it

should remain on the board, is not a demonstration except
to those who saw it in
a

a display

tiie

makin.

It has been said that

which remains before a group for over a week is

ine1kective.

Such drawinp,s often are on the board all

seuester, but fail of usefulness to all except a few who
saw them created.

Students need frequent demonstrations

and often the demonstration must be repeated.

By making each demonstration drawing on a large
sheet of paper or on cardboard, many drawings can be made
and can be available when needed.

They may be made large

enough for use during class demonstrations.

Let the

advantages of size and availability are offset because the
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student cannot watcii tile drawin, orocess. Unless 11e secs
a cI.ravïing made, line by line, he will not appreciate and.
understand. the detailed steps involved in its construction.

students have the ability to analyze the detailed steps
and processes o any but the simpler drawings during their
first year of drafting. The lack of motion and of sequence
in a completed display drawing, are extremely difficult to
offset verbally, even when the carts of the drawing are
pointed out during the explanation.
An ideal teaching situation occurs in the drafting room when constant teacher-student contact is possible.
The student then can watch the instructor as he performs
the various tool and instrument operations and he can
watch the instructor follow the stops of each new process
through to the coimùletion of the job. This method is undoubtedly ideal as far as learning is concerned. but there
are many reasons why it is impractical. One reason is the
size of classes. It is obviously impossible to make many
teacher-student contacts in a 50 minute class ïeriod with
classes of from 20 to 40 students. An even division of
the available time among the members of the class would
only allow each student two or three minutes each day with
the instructor. This situation seldom need exist in a
class equipped with suitable textbook or other lesson
materials. Few of the students need constant individual
levi
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attention.

Lost oÍ them can do their work alone and re-

quire occasional assistance after they have seen the

demonstration.
ìach student should have several contacts with
tue instructor each week to build good workin

attitudes

and good working methods.

These nay be checked easily

with the student during a

,ersonal discussion or during an

occasional demonstration on his board.

will learn more

Ile

Írom observing the way the instructor does a ìiece oí work
than he will in many pages of reading.
This Dersonal assistance is most effective if it

reaches the student when he needs it.

Ile

should be able

to see how to manipulate a tool or how to make a measure::ent
i_s

at the time he is working on the problem or when he

in difficulty.

lecture method

ai'

One of the serious weaknesses of the

presenting information is that the 1cc-

ture must be given at the time best suited to the

conven-

ience of the teacher and to fit the average needs of the

entire class.

It involves a questionable carryover from

the time of the lecture to the time when the student needs
the information. as he works on his drawing.

The ideal

teaching device to replace the lecture wo:1d be one that
the student can use at the time he needs it

so he

can avoid

long waits for personal help from the instructor or for a
class lecture which will be so quickly forgotten.

To be
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most effective this ideal device should supplement the

personal contact with the instructor, yet it must show
the

student the smooth, well coordinated motion of the

technique that the instructor would do by demonstration,
if he could be available at the time.

Let us summarize these needs and requirements of
a

satisfactory demonstration.

The following items may be

listed as definite needs by the teacher of drafting to
assist him in giving to each student in his class during
the demonstration comniete,

detailed, and clear informa-

tion:
The demonstration must show the method to all
of the students in the class at the same time
in such a way that each student can see clearly
its details from his seat in any part ei' the
C 1 a s s r o orn.

The demonstration must be made by a type of
teaching device that overcomes minor ontical
deficiencies of individual students.
The demonstration must have a means of enlarging
the details of a small instrument or part to
show the details of a technique so that all students in the class can see it clearly.

The demonstration must be a type of teaching aid
that can be used by the teacher with a meager
background of training.
The demonstration must be a personalized aid
that shows the individual student that the instruction is something that he can do.
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Lotion Picture Offers a Solution

teaching film Írnished an ideal solution to
these different problems which were faced at Richaond and
at Stockton. The low I.Q. student who grasps little from
a textbook and who learns but little from abstract descript±on learns with surrrising rapidity from watchin a
filmed process or technique. Hundreds of words are required to explain what can be shown to him in a few minutes
by a motion picture. The uninterested student is assisted
to learn because of the greater interest in the film t:me
The

of presentation.

Information ?resented br the motion picture j
acquired more rapidly and is retained much longer than
when the same information is presented by a reading process,
by a listening process, or by a combination of both.
Certain desirable factors stand out in the learning Process conducted by the use of the motion picture as
a teachinrr aid. The motion picture produces a novel and

vivid

first

impression, coupled with actual experience because the complete detail can be shown in a vivid and

realistic

manner.
The

motion picture combines

definiteness,

com-

plete detail, and a smooth flow of motion from step to step,
visible to all students within the classroom. The teaching
fi1n ives an accurate and complete description, either
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when shown to single, students or to groups of students.
This method shows clearly,

completely, and accurately the

multitude of small adjustments, processes, and techniques
involved in the learning processes of mechanical drawing.
Details may be enlarged or subdued as the case may require.
The solution of this problem through the devel-

opment of the teaching film included the analysis of

teaching material ±n the process of preparing the script,
the selection cf subjects to film,

as well as the

ali-

cation of the teaching film in the classroom.

Equipment Becomes Available at Richmond
The purchase of a Bell-Howell L:oael 70 DA motion

picture camera by the school made possible the taking of
these teaching films.

Vlith this equipment available,

the

problem became one of finding ways and means of adapting
the camera and the necessary photographic accessories to

the problem of actually producing the teaching films.

equipment in the woodsho

The

was used to build a device for

taking animated motion pictures.

This device was made up

of a vertical track on which was mounted a camera attach-

ment and a drawing board.

Both were arranged so they

could be moved on the track to adjust the distance between

them for photographing animated drawings in large or small
scale reproduction

-

for close-ups or general views.
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Lights and reflectors were attached to the
track and were also adjustable.

T-Squares, triangles,

drawing sets and other equipment needed for animation
were on hand as part of the regular drafting equipment of
the school.

Work Done at Stockton
Soon after this equipment was constructed, a
change of position occurred and work was resumed the following year at Stockton Junior College.

Experiments were made

with the teaching type film during which considerable footage was taken of tool techniques.

A new animating device

was built and installed but the pressure of work involved
in the development of new courses for the junior college

prevented its extended use.
A considerable amount of experimenting was done

here with projection tunnels and in the use of the film in

undarkened rooms.
Vlcrk on

animation was resumed at Corvallis dur-

ing the summer of 1939 when several films were made.

These

films have been very popular when shown to the classes in
Itî[ethods of

Teaching Drafting" and are in demand by these

drafting teachers who have taken these courses.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DEVELOPiEÎT OF THE TEACHING FILi

Drafting Instruction Analyzed
Drafting instruction is an unusual problem in
some respects.

Qn the

one hand it is made up of a group

of manipulative experiences that go to make up the differ-

ent tool and instrument skills.

This grout of activities

has much to do with the interest that drafting holds for
the average high school student.

Vith relatively little

skill, he can nroduce a drawing.

The result,

may be, is usually pleasing to him.

crude as it

He has had little pre-

vious exDerience in doing the small, accurate, and detailed

work necessary to complete a first-class drawing.

He knows

that with more extended drill and discipline he can learn
to do quite respectable work.
On the other hand,

draftin, beyond the simple

forms of projection which can be learned by the copy-book
method, becomes an abstract and analytical problem that

requires a

)ood

background of principle and some exper-

ience to be of use to the student.

This is true of many

phases of projection and may be characterized by the projection methods used to find lines of intersection, to the

understanding of the position of the planes of projection
used to find the true shape of auxiliary surfaces, and to
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some

ai'

the pictorial projections.

oe1scher (11:23-21) lists three divisions
the economic aim of draf'tin

as knowledge,

of'

s:ill and speed.

Stili another problem presents itself in learning.

the skills

01'

lettering.

Lettering, obviously a pro-

blem of learning letter shapes as well as the techniques
forming them, under careful analysis becomes a type of

of:

motion study combined with recognition of areas enclosed
within the letter shaîe as well as the study of the size

relation of these areas.

Obviously these analyses cannot

be taught as such in high school classes to the

tme

of

student who today makes up the average class membership.
.i3ut

teaching lettering, even by simple devices,

remains a

difficult problem.
Let us pause for a moment to consider the objective toward which a teacher of drafting who meets today's

classes must aim.

We may, with safety, neglect the objec-

tive posed by the college entrance
the higher intelligence brackets

ii'

student who

st be

in

he is to succeed in the

college entrance subjects of high school or later in college.
ie

may also disregard the student with a vocational objec-

tive because he must be unusually able in skills,

in analy-

tical ability, and in visualization to succeed as a drafts-

man or a designer.

11hese

students Dresent a relatively

simple instructional problem because they grasp readily the
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explanations of drafting principles and have little
trouble in learning the accompanying skills.
e

are, however,

faced with a grouD of students

in school for other reasons.

we must set up a

They are the ones for whom

.eneral education objective.

For them

we must stress the vocational objective less and build up

instead the apDreciaticnal and consumer values of drafting.
This group has less of the keen drive and desire

for training than have the college preparatory students.
It is made up of students having such a wide

variety of

interests and abilities that the teaching problem becoes

much more difficult than wïth a more homogenuous and selected group.

It is this group that presents the teaching

problem for which the teaching motion picture offers such
a fine

solution.

How Difficult Areas Were Determined
Student Response.

Direct observation is usable to locate

difficult teaching areas in drafting.

An alert teacher

can easily observe the parts o± his course which are not

understood by the students in his classes.
most obvious when he uses as

a

These areas are

check group those students

who consistently experience difficulty with their drawings.
They will be unable to do the more difficult types of

drawings.
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Difficult areas may also be found by examining
drawings being made by students who do considerable moving around the room and who visit other students soon
after a lecture or demonstration to get help from some
friend.

It is through these observations that the instruc-

tor can find the areas more difficult for students, where

greater clarification is needed.
The grading conference is another fruitful source
of information about the success of explanations and demon-

strations.

These conferences, held every two or three weeks.,

afford enou1

student-teacher contacts to build up student

confidence and to establish a free exchange of ideas to

enable him to discuss his problems with the instructor.

Checks on the problems returned for correction and on those

reported as jobs too difficult te draw were another good
index of the areas which needed better methods of presentation.

Drawins of consistently poor quality presented
by many students in the class show that the technique was
poorly presented.

Drawings consistently incorrect show

that a principle or process needs further explanation.

Both act as guides to areas needing better methods of presentation.
The problems encountered in teaching drafting may

be broken down into a few major areas.

Vie

may consider
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in the aproximate order o their appearance in the
learning, process made standard by French and Svenson (9).
them

e may

first

consider the field

o±

conirnon1yused

drawing tools such as the drawing board, thumbtacks, the

T-square, the triangles, erasers, erasing shield, protrac-

tors,

instruments, such as
the compass, the bow instruments, the dividers, the ruling
peri and the various attachments contained in the drawing
set. Workmanship, an objective of drafting courses, demands that the boy be started with instruction which is
correct and complete. The first impressïon is the one remeribered longest. It should therefore be given correctly,
be vivid, and be presented in such a manner as to fix in
mind

and the French curve; or the

certain easily-remembered facts.

first

acquaintance with a tool or instrument -- the point at which the learner gets his first information -- is one of the areas difficult to present adeThus the

quately. It also happens to

neglected areas.
Let us list some of the important learning processes that
present diflicult areas in the group of skills commonly
known as instrumentation. Here we find these problems:
How
How

he one of the

to attach paper to the drawing board.
to sharpen the pencil.

to hold the pencil against the
T-square to draw straight lines.

Where and how

The use of triangles.

Heasuring methods with the architect's scale.

How to roll the pencil to maintain even line
width.
How to make dotted lines.
How to draw lines of different widths.

How to read the scale.
How to make center lines.
Fitting the French curve to

a

series of points

on a curve.

Joining curved lines made with the French curve.

Haking corners.
Drawinz a curved line tanent to two lines
a.

that form a square or 90° corner.

b.

that form an acute or an obtuse
angle. (the same construction method
is used for each)

Sharpening

a

ruling pen.

Setting the needle point or the shoulder point
on a bow compass.
Sharpening the bow compass lead.
Iaking circular dotted lines or center lines.
how to make arrowheads.
to use bow compasses to make very small
circles.

I-low

We may also examine the difficult areas that
occur in presenting methods and Drocesses of drafting.

As

before, these basic skills and information topics must be

clearly and completely oresented so the student receives
the full information the first time he sees the exolana-

tion.

These processes and information topics range

thrcuhout the whole drafting course.

Here are listed

typical problems:
How to lay out the border and trim lines for
a standard sheet.
Simple orthoraphic projection.

How to end dotted lines.
The order of placing dimensions on views.

The auxiliary

rcjection process

a.

by the center line method.

b.

by offsets.

Development of flat surfaces.
Intersection principles.
Geometric constructions.
Tangent constructions.
Pictorial projection
The

r.jieac1jfl,.

Film

The teaching films developed during this study

fall logically into two main classifications.

The first of

these will be called the "natural action" film,

It is a

motion picture taken on safety film of suitable

s'oeed and

quality to show the persons or the hands and the instruments naturally.

The action in the "natural action" film
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was taken in normal, continual motion exactly as the job
was performed.
This type of filming was used to show the handling of drawing tools and equipment such as the method of

attaching paper to the drawing board or how to draw small
circles with a bow compass.

In all of the films of this

type the students carrying on the demonstration, or at

least the hands, were visible.
The second classification is the animated motion

picture or the animated drawing,

used to show processes.

in which animation was

This type will be explained later.

One of the first natural motion teaching films

was taken because there was a need for a better method of

demonstrating the use of the French curve.

The use of the

French curve is one of the tool techniques most dreaded by
students in high school drafting classes and one which few

students feel competent to handle after attempting the process.

Such fears can be avoided by the use of a demon-

stration that shows clearly the details of the method of

using the curve and how to avoid errors commonly made in
its use.

Such information produces confidence.
An analysis of the technique of using the French

curve shows three points of importance, all of which the

student rmist know if he is to be able to draw a satisfactory
curve.

rilhese

points are rather simple and perhaps are so

obvious that he misses them during a demonstration.

First,
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construction lines must be drawn to deterine the points
through which the curve is to be drawn.

See Figure 1.

These points are used to locate the direction and the

curvature of the line; second, the French curve must be

placed so that its edge touches a minimum of three and

preferably more of the points determined by the construction lines, while drawing each part of the curve; third,

new parts of the curve should be drawn as

a

continuation

of the line instead of joining a new curve to a part

already completed.
To the average student in a drafting class, the

use of the French curve is one of

a

small group of tech-

niques that present unusual difficulties in learning.

It

became apparent, after analyzing the operations involved
in the use of the French curve that this difficulty occurred

because the student had not seen in advance the detailed
steps in fitting the French curve to the points on the

layout construction lines.

See Figure 2.

In the construe-

tion of an ellipse, for example, this analysis showed that
the use of the French curve involved the followin'' stees:
1.

The determination of points through which the
ellipse curve must pass.
The method of performing this instruction is a separate problem.

2.

Recognition of the tarts of the ellipse curve.

3.

Selection of one of severaL French curves that
will fit each eart of the ellipse curve.

A

I

2

3

A

The Construction Lines 'or an Ellipse
the construction is shown)
(one quarter o

1igure i

Fitting the French Curve to a Set of points
Figure 2

4
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4.

The method of fittin:: the correct part of
the edge of the selected French curve to
the determined points on the layout.

5.

A desirable method of drawing the curved
line with a pencil.
(The use of a ruling
pen and ink is a separate technique.)

6.

The method of joinin' the ends of parts of
the curve.

Attempts were made to solve these oroblems by a
number of teaching methods.

Class demonstration at the

blackboard was attempted by using the largest available
French curve (approximately 10 inches long).
was a failure.

This method

Only those sitting in the first row of

drawing tables were able to see even a part of
stration well

enouí',h

the.

demon-

to make it of any value to them.

ketter results were had when large plywood
curves, approximately 30 inches in length, were used.

These plywood curves were of the same shaoe as the French
curves but were large enouíh to give better effects at the

blackboard.

They were made by using the

antograph to en-

large the outline of the small celluloid curve.

The

resulting outline was transferred to the plywood from which
the large curves were cut.
The construction lines for the desired curve were

then drawn on the blackboard and the large wooden French
curve was applied to these points to show the student that
its edges should touch three or more points on the layout

lines.

This demonstration method was an improvement be-

cause more students could see the process, but the large

curve was awkward to handle and was very artificial.

It

proved difficult to show to all the technique of sliding
the curve along the pencil (represented at blackboard by
the chalk) until it fitted three or more points on the

layout lines.

This is one of the important techniques dis-

covered, partly through the search for better teaching

devices as part of this study, which simplified greatly
the learning problen for a student.

Experienced teachers

know the difficulty of describing a process and even
Confucius recocnized this

lJrobleTn in

his famous, and oft-

quoted statement, rA picture tells more than 10,000 words".
The first film was taken to fill the definite

need of a better method for teaching the use of the French
curve, and to test the use of motion pictures as a teachipg device in the drafting room.
a good learning

tool technique.

It was planned

to follow

order and to fit a proper and efficient
The picture was to start with the layout

of construction lines for an ellipse

(drawn by the parallo-

gram method) and was intended to demonstrate the way to
use the French curve while drawing the ellipse.

How the Teaching Film Solves the Teaching Problem.

After

seeing the film, there is a feeling of confidence on the

part of the student draftsman because he learns detailed
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methods in the film that are essential when drawing the
ellipse, as well as in other uses of the French curve.
Some of these conditions are:
1.

sees, in the motion
the drafting equipment
size and in the same r
own drafting board and

lie

picture, the drafting and
in approximately the same
lation that he sees his
drafting equipment.

There is a strong element of realism to such a
picture. This, added to recognition of the
sameness of the problem he has been facing,
tends to personalize the film to him.
2.

By using a telephoto lens of suitable focal
length the film shows a close-up which enlarges
the penciled construction or layout lines so
they show as clearly as if they were drawn on
the paper he is using for his own drawing.
This further heightens reality and personalization of the action.

3.

He can see the position of the points on the
construction lines used to locate the points on
the ellipse curve with complete clarity.
This
was impossible from the blackboard. because the
weight and size of the wooden French curve required the demonstrator to assume positions
that hid parts of the construction lines.

4.

The highly important detail of setting the pencil
on a point, then sliding the curve against the
pencil until the edge of the French curve fitted
three or more points in the desired ellipse is
shown clearly and completely in the motion
picture.
This detail of action is very difficult to explain in words or to demonstrate at
the blackboard.
This is one of the most valuable details of worlonanship that enables easy
and successful use of the French curve.
It is certainly not feasible to show such action in a teacher-illustrated lesson and it is
improbable that many commercial artists are
able to more than hint at the smooth flow of
motion shown so easily in a few feet of easily-

taken film.

The Animated Film.

zany processes,

articu1arly those of

geometric construction and of certain methods of projection
in which a definite sequence must be followed for their

satisfactory solution can be shown better in the form of
the animated film rather than by the use of the natural

motion film which shows the hands manipulatin
tools and instruments.

panying discussion,

easily and clearly.
process into

it.s

11'ith

drawing

suitable subtitles or accom-

the steps in the process can be shovrn

Pauses in the animations searate the

logical divisions.

By the development of

techniques special to animation, the drawing tool or
instrument can be shown in place performing the operation
that it will normally follow in making the drawing.

An

added interest is given to the picture by the unique operation of an instrument going through a process without visible means of support or of handling.

This makes the action

more vivid.

How the Animated Film is Taken
An area of teaching that seems easy to present by

ordinary demonstration and explanation is that in which the
student learns to draw tangents.

Yet this technique gives

constant trouble to students in making their drawings.

Tangency is of major Importance in drafting since it is a
process which must repeatedly be used in making drawings.
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It is important that a student learn the detailed methods
of laying out the

construction lines that he must use to

find the centers for the tangent areas as well as to fix
the skills needed to draw a satisfactory tangent.
the problem resolves itself into two parts;

one,

Thus,

instruc-

tion in the steps of a process; and, two, instruction in
the detailed steps that make up the skill.

A film was needed which would show the geometric

construction for certain commonly-used tangents.

The

de-

monstration was to show the constructional process needed
to find the

center for a compass curve used to round a

right angle corner.

It was decided that this could best

be shown by an animated type of drawing chosen because it

made possible the clear isolation and definition of the
steps in the geometric process.
The analyses of the tangent layout and of the

drafting technique needed to draw
rounding

a

a

tangent curve for

square corner highlights the problem.
The layout of construction lines is illustrated

in Figure 3.

It consists of the followin:

steps:

1.

The outline of the object is drawn in light
construction lines. The corners to be rounded
are drawn. square, (as right angles).

2.

A measuring line is drawn on which to set the
compass to the radius of the arc to he used
to round the corner.

r

1.

2-3.

4-i.

These lines show the corner
that is to be rounded.

radius is marked on
the measuring line.

The

adius

The compass is set to the
radius on the measuring
line. The setting is tested.

arcs are
across the corner
outlines at A and

7.

Measurìng Line
)

.

at A and D are
used as centers for

Points

the arcs

8. The

C

and

D.

center for the arc

used to round the corner
is where C and D cross.

Steps in the i-rocess of ±oundin

Figure

a

Corner

3

-r

'j
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5.

rfle scale is set on the rneasurin
line.
?wo
marks made across the line are the radius
distance apart.

4.

The compass is set to the radius.

5.

The setting of the coiîpass is tested for accuracy by drawing, a short test line through the
rneasurin. mark on the measuring line.
The
compass remains at this setting throughout the
remainder of the problem.

6.

The compass is used to make measuring arcs
across the edge lines the radius distance
from the corner.

7.

These marks are used as
short crossing arcs are
tion is the location of
desired arc which shows

8.

This center is now used to draw an arc that
starts on the mark on one edge line and ends
on the mark on the other edge line.
This arc,
which is tangent to the two straiht edge lines,
shows the finished rounded corner.

centers from which two
drawn. This intersecthe center for the
the rounded corner.

Use of the animated film was found to focus

attention on the activity included in the process without
the diversion of attention caused by details of the draw-

ing board, hands, clothinT, etc.
The natural motion type of teachinr film was

found to be impractical in many cases because the position
of the camera and the supporting tripod interferred with
the workman who was being photograrhed.

In other cases

the position of the workman obscured or completely hid

parts of the rrocess.

3y

use of the animating technique,

the camera is placed in an ideal position to show clearly
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the entire process and is solidly fastened so that good

quality pictures can le taken.

All of the process photo-

îraphs easily and clearly during animation.

The speed at

which the process moves is easily controlled.
Durinf the development of this film, the necessary construction lines were drawn in pencil and photo-

They projected so poorly that the film was found

LraDhed.

useless for demonstration before a froup as large as a
A series of tests were run on the animating board

class.

to find the proper width and kind of line to use for

animation.
(15:46).

Details of this process are explained by Speer
(The writer assisted in directin

his research while preparin

Soeer in

an excellent study of the use

of animated motion pictures for teaching

drafting.)

r.

sheet metal

Lines and letters were drawn on lieht weicht

bristol board in India ink with the Gillotte 404 lettering
pen, the Leonhart 718F pen,

the ball point pen,

Speedball pens from the small No.

5

and the

on up to the wide No. O.

Tests for line widths were made also with showcard brushes
that produced lines varying in width from one-eighth inch
to one-half inch.

Satin finish showcard black water color

was used with the brushes and in some cases with the speed-

ball lettering pens.
Test photographs were made on Eastman positive
film.

The test lines were numbered so they could be
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identified when the developed film was projected and a
selection could be made of the proer line widths for use
in the animated drawing.

Lines about one-eighth inch in

width were selected for construction lines.
made with a medium sized speedhall pen.

They were

Wider lines were

used to show the finished parts or main outlines of the
drawing.

These were made with the shovicard brush and

were about three-eighths of an inch wide.

How to Operate the Animating Equipment

Animation is made possible by a single-frame
attachment on the motion picture camera.
Figure 4.

See the drawing,

This attachment consists of a plunger opera-

ting against a spring which in turn releases a tri2.»er.
The trigger presses down the operating, button of the

camera with a quick,

snapping action, releasing. the camera

shutter long enough for one frame of the film

,to

be exposed.

All of the animations in this study were taken
by means of an animating device attached to the Bell and

Howell camera.

The

camera was attached to the animating

device with the lens four feet above the cardboard upon

which the drawings were made.

A one inch lens with an

F 3.5 stop was used for animation.

The operator was seated

in front of the board where he could make adjustments in
the equipment, draw lines,

and move letters.

Single frame

operating

button

S1NGL

FAM

PV1C

C arnera
button

The Single Frame Attachment

Figure 4

GD VIW

-1'1N

pi

The Rotating Pin Used in Animation of a Compass

Figure 5
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The operatin
1.

sequence was as follows:

The operator would draw a line, would add to
its length, or would move an instrument to a

new position.
2.

He would then remove any pens, drawing equipment, his hands or his head from the area in
the picture.

3.

He would next turn on the photoflood lamps
and finally press the single frame button to
take a single photograph or "frame'7 of the
'taction".

4.

would repeat this sequence of operations
for every part of the motion to be photographed, drawing in each part or moving the
instrument to its new location between each
exposure.
:ie

Vihen the first

series of films was completed,

developed and projected, it was found that lines drawn for
animation should increase in length about one-eighth inch

between each sin1e frame if the speed of the animation
when seen by the student was to be satisfactory and understandable.

When long,er lines are made between each frame,

the action becomes rapid

watching the process.

enouh

to confuse

the student

The details of the process occur

and are gone before they can be recoTnized.

Animation must occur at a speed that is slow

enough so the student can watch the whole process easily.
He must first be able to recognize and examine the
situa-

tion and to find the line that is to move.

Then he must

he able to follow the animation without being
hurried.

when the motion is completed, he must he able to look back
over the finished line and to recognize what has been done.

Lotion may be varied in different parts of the

film both to add variety and interest to the method of
presentation, and to give importance to the line in the

learning process.
An example will make this clear.
the tangent problem,

be rounded.

When setting up

lines were drawn to show the corner to

Since these were the first lines to be drawn

on the picture, no confusion occurs if they move faster

than later lines.

These lines were drawn with increments

varying from one-fourth to one-half inch.

Long lines that

progress slowly are monotonous to watch if the Increments
are as

short as one-ei-hth inch.

Their

will rush across the

screen at too fast a rate if the increments exceed one-half

inch per frame.
Parts may be stressed in the film by the use of

wide and narrow lines as well as by varying the speed of
motion, i.e., by varying the length of increment between

exposures in taking the film.

Attention may be directed to

important intersections of lines, to measurements, and to
other details of the process by moving arrows up to the

point or to the intersection.
Let us examine the application of these princi-

pies to the making of the an±mation of tangent construction.
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The lines drawn to indicate the location of the rounded

corner are purposely made narrow since they are to be
light construction lines on the student's drawing.

measuring line is also a narrow line.
scale, shown at the lover

ede

The draftsman's

of the picture in which the

radius measurement is taken, illustrates

dom

The

a

technique sel-

rasned by the student from the usual textbook and

demonstration.

It is a common practice among students to

set the radius of the compass by stickinc. the needle point
of the compass into the scale at the zero mark and attempt-

ing to set the radius on the scale

itself, a method both

inaccurate and damaging to the scale.
The desired method of drawing a measuring line
on the paper and of setting the compass on this line is

thus shown on the film as an incidental part of the animation.

Later,

in the discussion of the teaching method, an

explanation is given of the use of films to bring out an
excellent review of basic drafting methods and practices.
These lines, all basic to the construction of
the tangent, proceed at a reasonably rapid speed.

The

construction lines, which show the setting of the compass
to locate the different centers, proceed more slowly so the

student can re-orient himself.

It is important

o

bring all

action on the animation to a definite stop after each step
of the process has been comDleted.

There is

a

tendency,

ro

when the lines grow too rapidly, for the observer to lose
touch with the action.

Frequent stops are needed to allow

the student to look back over the completed lines and to

study the other completed parts of the animation.

is is

a distinct integrating process and a very necessary one to
a clear

understanding of the lesson.
It is desirable to expose from twenty-five

to

fifty frames of each completed part of the animation so
that the student will have time to examine the completed

lines and to appreciate their relation to other parts of
the drawing before the next part of the process is

started.

This is done by holding down the operatin;. buttcn and

allowing the camera to run continuously while the artist

doing the animation examines slowly each line or part just
completed.

He may do this slow inspection twice if there

is any doubt in his mind as to the

student's ability to

recognize all of the parts of the construction so far com-

pleted in the time he has allowed for the step.
The same procedure should be followed at the

time a tool or instrument is moved to a new position for a

new sequence in the animation.

It should he allowed to

remain in the new position long enourh for the student to
examine and recognize it before the new sequence of the

animation is started.
A convenient method of calliñg the attention of
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the student to centers or to points on the drawing is to

move a small arrow into the picture so that it touches
the point where the attention is being directed.

This was

done to show the first center to be used in the animation.
After the compass had been made to animate a
curved construction line, the camera was run
o± Srames so the

or a number

student watching the projected picture

could examine the whole picture, look back for the starting point, and run over in his mind the process up to that
point.

The arrow may again be used to trace over the line,

to review the motion, and to allow time

for the necessary

explanation when the film is used for demonstration.

This

device is useful when an explanation or other break in the

process occurs.
The length of these runs was varied with the

detail and intricacy of the preceding animation, and with
the amount of material already on the drawing.

A like

pro-

cedure was followed at the end of the whole picture then

seventy-five or more exposures of the completed drawing
were run through the camera so the completed animation
could remain on the screen long enough for the student to

study it.

Animation of Tools and Instruments
Lluch

interest can be added to the animated film
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by using some of the instruments to measure or to draw
lines as they are used in ordinary drafting Tractice.

produce animation of the compass used in drawing the
gent construction,

To
tan-

its needle-point was removed and a brad

or a drill rod of suitable diameter was substituted to act
as a pivot about which the compass would move.

One end of

this pin, which was about one and one-fourth inches long,

was filed to a long tapering point.
Figure 5.

It is illustrated in

The pin was then bent to form an angle of

approximately 150 degrees and was set in tue needle-point
holder of the compass.
The point of the pin was forced into the soft

wood of the drawing. board for about an inch so that it
would hold the compass upright and yet would allow it to
be rotated around the pin in the board as a center.

This

set the comnass in a slanting position so that its charact-

eristic shape could be seen clearly from above.

All of the

action on the animation and the position of any tools or
instruments must he chosen with the position of the camera
in mind.

Set directly above the board the position of the

camera requires the animator to plan all of his action as
if he were looking at the board from the position of the

camera lens.

Incidentally, the use of the bent pin as a center
for rotation produced in the animation a remarkably clear
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showing of the correct position for this use of the compass.

It

should be rotated by grippin<

the handle and

"1eadinr it around" as the compass draws the circle.
Dividers, which were seldom equinDed with a

removable Doint Dresented more of a problem when they were

used in an animation.

They had to be stuck into the board

in such a way that their position could be changed to get
the effect of motion ïn the film.

To do this one needle-

point was bent and stuck into the board.

Both the dividers

and the compass were moved from one-eighth inch to one-half

inch for each single-frame exposure, depending on the desired speed of motion.

This speed was determined by the

total distance to be traveled and by the comlexity of the

animation.
Since animation was done on positive film devel-

oped without reversal, the effect of color had to be
considered carefully.

Brawings were made on white card-

board or brIstol-board or upon a good grade of white

wrapping paper such as Snowflake Bond which would take
India ink or satin-finish showcard paint.

The paner had to

be thick enough so the moisture in the paint or the ink

would produce no wrinkling.

Erasures were made by painting

out lines with showcard white.

Care was necessary to be

sure the white, when dry, was the same tone as the parer or

cardboard.

Otherwise the contrast would photor:ranh.
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suitably-chosen paDer, light pencil lines
used for the advance layout of the animation can be drawn
and allowed to remain on the paper. I drawn lightly
On

enough, they

tion

will not photograph.

A

T-square Thr anima-

piece of black cardboard which was moved
across the surface of the animation by 1acing the edge oÍ
a regular T-square against the cardboard and moving it into
was made of a

the new position.

regular T-square is removed during
animation. Triangles were also made of black cardboard.
Pencils or pens were omitted since the effect of the moving
line carried the attention satisfactorily, tie extra deta.l
of moving a pencil was eliminated, and so made ossible
greater speed in the flroduction of the picture. Too great
realism vías avoided, since it v;as felt that the student's
attention should be focused upon the draftin, problem being
solved rather than on the technique involved in making the
picture.
It has been estimated that approximately two hours
time was required with the equipment available to produce
pictures which are projected in ten seconds. This makes it
obvious that the time taken to produce any degree of realism would be undesirable. In its place, an actual photograph of the hand

The

oerating

the equipment would be

preferred. This type of realism was avoided for another
reason. The use of an animating technique permits the
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necessary lines or equipment to be shown and avoids
attention-diverting details such as a ring on the hand or
attention being drawn to fingernails.

Animation of Titles
ìany interesting results can be obtained by the
animation of letters used to form titles.

Cost of teacher-

made film, the time involved, and the availability of

equipment are determining factors in the extent to which
animated trick shots and unusual animating techniques may

Even so, the factor of teacher production adds

be used.

greatly to the interest in the film when shown to students.
It may be

arued

that a sound film would be

superior to the silent teaching film.

This is true if the

film were to he generally used as would a commerciallymade film.

iut the sound track, unless made by the teacher,

would seldom fit the needs of the individual teacher or
class.

'ihile

the sound film would eliminate titles and

subtitles, yet sound prevents a teaching use which will be

described later in this study.

The several valuable uses

of the silent film will be described later.

Titles selected for these films were kept at a

minimum and were removed entirely for certain uses.

In

some cases,

it proved necessary to have titles to explain

the action.

In the case of the film showing "How to Read

a Scale",

in which fractions were Thrmed, numerous ex-

planations rave an opportunity íor variation in the
action of the letters while rormin

explanations.

the words used in the

These variations add much interest to the

film but they should be kept at a minimum so that they do
not detract from the action takinc

place in the animation.

Their chief use would be for the relief of a monotonous
series of repeated lines of letters.

An important secondary use of animating letters
in the title is to force the attention of the reader to
the lines since his interest can be drawn to them and

speculation set up as to what will occur next.
effective interest-forcing device.

This is an
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CHAPTER V

USE OF TEACHING FILLIS IN THE CLASSRCCJ
To find its best use in the classroom the teach-

ing film should be available at the time the student needs
it and should interfere as little as oossible with his

routine activities.

Umstattd (16:297) remarks in this

connection:
"Visual aids are ineffective unless they can be
made immediately available whenever needed."
This immediately sets uo a problem in the use of
the teaching film.

The first difficulty is met when the

instructor tries to find a part of the classroom in which
to show the film so that sufficient illumination may be

had on the screen.

ioona

darkening is, in many cases, a

serious problem to overcome and one which is apt to baffle
a

teacher attempting to solve it.

Room Darkening.

To obtain the clearest picture the room

should be made completely dark.

The effect of li:ht leak-

ing into the room around the blinds, at a transom, or

through holes in defective blinds, is greatly magnified

by contrast in the darkened classroom.

This unwanted

light irmnediately sets up serious eye strain which inter-

feres greatly with the appreciation of the picture and

diverts the attention of the student.

A grouD watching

the picture in a room where

in spends valuable

considerable

1iht

is leaking

time in discussing the cause o

leak and in attempting to remedy the situation.

the

This re-

quires time that should be used in viewing the picture and
in studying the information it contains.
One solution for this problem is to install light

tight curtains that move in suitable enclosures at the
edges which exclude strong light.
too satisfactory.
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These curtains are none

the windows are open for ventila-

tien the curtaIns blow out of the side guides and are soon

destroyed.

While not so thoroughly light-tight, the use

of heavy cloth curtains is more satisfactory.

These cur-

tains are easy for students to ooerate and the chances of

damage to them is very small.
and are inexpensive.

They are easy to install

1f properly installed they will be

sufficiently light-tight for all ordinary projection.

Ventilation is a problem in any room that is
closed so that it can be darkened.

The addition of special

ventilation controls in or near the classroom in which the
teaching films are being shown is obviously impractical,
not only because it is expensive but also because teachers,

seldom trained for its use, have difficulty with its operation.

The ideal visual aid equipment is that which may be

picked up and used as conveniently as the teacher would
pick up

a

ruler, a textbook, or a flat picture.

These
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qualifications immediately point out difficulties in using
the darkened room and suggest that under present condi-

tions some other solution might be more satisfactory for
classroom use.
If the school is fitted with a theater or with a

special room that can be darkened, another complication is

introduced.

The

se of a

film for instructional purposes

should disturb the learning atmosphere as little as possi-

ble.

Any showing which requires the students to leave

their accustomed

workingositions and to move into another

room immediately sets up a poor learning atmosphere and
becomes a possible discipline problem.

Valuable time is

lost in moving the class to the room where the film will be

shown and in getting them settled.

There is apt to be a

considerable amount of horse play and a request for comics.
There is a feeling that this is an entertainment period

instead of an instructional period.

rum

teaching

Such a use of the

proved so unsatisThctory that it was immed-

iately discarded in this study during the testing of these
films in the classroom.

Instead a silent projector was

set up in the drafting classroom and various means were

tested for adapting the existing conditions to the use of
the film.

Screens and Projection Surfaces.
in this

hen the films described

study were first shown no screen was available.

The most obvious substitute was to try the different

available

viali

and blackboard surfaces in the d.raftin

classroom.
The animated films may be projected with consi-

derabie success on the blackboard.

A slate blackboard is

best for projection and the green composition blackboard
±s the poorest.

Projection was tried on plain, cardboard,

shipping carton surfaces.
in color.

This cardboard is light brown

Reflection from the surface is fair.

Smooth

plastered wall surfaces gave excellent results, wIth pro-

rssively poorer results when the walls were of rough
finish or when they departed from the light colors.

On

white surfaces the values of the motion picture showed more

plainly and were more satisfactory.
Por use with small groups of students pieces of

white bristol board, about 22" x 28" in size proved to be
an excellent screen.

This cardboard was set up in the

chalk trough or on a drawing bench.

An excellent screen

can be made of plywood that has been sprayed with aluminum

paint.

Even better is

a

flat white surface,

such as dish

blotter, or a matt surface bristol board.

Illumination was satisfactory when these screens
were set at a distance of about lO feet from a projector

equiped with

a

500 watt globe.

Vindow shades used for

screens provided an excellent reflecting surface at night
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but were poor

or dartirne use.

The teaching film has been used extensively in
the undarkened classroom at Stockton by setting up the small

screen in a part of the
on the screen.

rocrr.

where little direct light fell

About a dozen students could watch the

showing of a film by this method.

Care

vías

taken to pre-

vent eye strain by setting the projector and the screen so
that students watching the screen were facing away from

windows.

The screen was also shaded from the direct light

of the window by cardboard or plywood.

This gave sufficient

illumination on the screen so that the grout sitting within
ten to fifteen feet of it could see the details of the

picture satisfactorily.

io complaint was had under these

conditions with the intensity of illumination or from the
loss of needed detai.i in the picture.

Probably the most satisfactory results occurred

when the film was shown in an undarkened classroom by means
of a projection tunnel equipped with a translucent screen.

The construction and use of the projection tunnel will be

discussed later.
In selecting the conditions under which the

visual aid will he used it must be remembered that certain
criteria should be met;

first, the student should be able

to see the picture from his seat.

type of screen is desirable.

For this purpose some

The beaded screen,

covered by
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tiny circular glass beads, is excellent for this purpose.

Dent (7:113) has this to say about screens:
The beaded screens which have been developed
within the past few years and which are used
extensively in schools are similar to other
screens except that the surface
s covered
with small glass beads. This type of screen
has the highest direct reflective qualities
of the three general types - beaded, silver
and mat white - but the projection at various
angles in the room is not entirely satisfact-

In other words, if the screen is to be
used at one end of a long narrow room it will
be entirely satisfactory.
On the other hand,
if it is to be used on one side of a short or
square room, those who are seated at wide angles
fror. it will receive a very poor reflection of
the picture.
Tests which have been conducted by
the Electrical Testing Laboratories in New York
City indicate that the beaded screen gives the
brightest ricture for all angles up to 8 degrees;
the silver screen is entirely satisfactory at
angles up to 30 degrees; and the mat white surface should be used in situations where there
will be angles greater than 30 degrees.
n most
cases the angle of reflection will not be
reater than 30 degrees so either the silver screen
or the mat white will prove to he satisfactory.
ory.

.

Silver screens
.
are screens which have a
metallic coat. These screens are flexible and
will permit rolling without damage to the surface.
The angle of reflection from the silver
screen is greater than the angle of reflection
from the glass beaded screen, so this type of
screen becomes more satisfactory for the large
and almost square room where it is necessary to
have a reasonably wide angle of reflection.
The
chief claim for superiority on the part of the
beaded screen is its brilliance of reflection
through a rather narrow angle. If extreme brilliance is not required, the silver screen will
prove to be just as satisfactory.
.

.

A screen for class use should be aDrroxilnately
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feet by 8 feet in size and should be mounted so that it

cari

be rolled up for protection.

Since such a screen is

expensive it may be difficult to obtain one for the average classroom.

Some degree of room darkening is desirable

when the beaded screen is used.

Classrooms equipped with

Venetian blinds may be darkened enough to allow the use of
the beaded screen.

Ilowever,

enough light enters through

these blinds to nake it difficult for students in the rear
of the room to be able

to see

the film from his seat.

A second criterian is that the film nist be used
so that it disrupts the normal class activity as little as

possible.

To meet this condition the projector may be set

up and operated in the classroom instead of moving the
class to another room.

The class can loo: up from its

work and watch a needed process unfold on the screen.

This

condition is hard to realize with the present projectors
and screens.

For use as an individual teaching device the
small screen is entirely satisfactory.

With it

a

film can

be shown to a single student or to small groups of students.

This screen is so convenient that it may be set up by the

student and the equipment prepared for action with a mini-

mum of class disturbance.
The Problem of the Projector.

The use of the teaching film

at hicftriond and at Stockton presented a difficult problem
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At Richmond the projector ovmed

because of the projeòtor.

by the school was 1ar,e enough to be difficult to handle

when carrying it between classrooms.

This

rojector was

wuch used bj the science department as well as for projectin

films of

enera1 interest to the student body.

When needed, the projector had to be carried
science building or from the oilce

The

frori the

time and trouble

required to get the projector and to set it u

made its

use inconvenient and greatly restricted its value as a

teaching device in the draw1n

class.

At Stockton, with

several projectors available and bhe teaching films in constant use in the drafting room, the projector was keflt in
the drafting classroom.

This arrangement made it possible

to thread and to use the projector whenever it was needed.

Under ideal conditions the projector would be left in the
classroom so that its use is simply an incident in the
days work which blends smoothly into the class procedure.
The teaching film then becomes a true teaching aid and is
in no way a special event.

The Silent Film

lias

Advantages.

As has been mentioned

elsewhere in this study, the silent film has certain advantages over the sound film.

Dent (7:136), in discussing

the relative values of sound and silent films,

says:

Embattled on the one side, vie find those who
claim that sound detracts from the instructional
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value of the motion picture instead oí increasEntrenched on the
its teaching value.
other, we find, those who claim that recent developinents in educational sound films have
releated the silent film to obsolescence. But
there are forming larger forces than those of
either of the belligerent factions who believe
bhat both the silent and the sound film have
certain definite valuable functions to perform that each has its place and there is a place for
each. The author chooses to cast his lt With
this larger group, not for safetr, but because
of an honest conviction that neither the sound
nor the silent film, alone, can accommodate
the requirements of schools as adequately as
b 0th.
in1;

Technical difficulties and the expense of suitable equipment for taking a sound film makes its use im-

practical in the average classroom at the present time.
It is interesting to note that portable and inexpensive

recording and play-back equipment is becoming available
so that sound-on-record may soon be

film.

added to the teaching

The adaptation of sound to these films could welL be

the basi s of a future study.

Suitable silent projectors for classroom use may
be had at reasonable cost.

lor an experimental program,

such as the one described in this study, a reconditioned

projector is more suitable than is a new projector, because
it can be placed in the hands of students more satisfactor-

ily than can a new projector.

This permits the use of the

teaching film in many schools where expense is an item to
be watched carefully.

The Problem of Outlets.

Projectors that are equipped with

cords from 10 to 20 feet long present no problem because

such a cord will reach some available outlet.

When a film

is used in a classroom that has no outlet,

n which none

are located at suitable positions,

or

suitable extension cord

must be made up to reach to the position chosen for the
projector.

In planr1in

a

classroom where visual aids will

be used a number of outlets around the room are desirable.

A minimum of two outlets is mentioned by Dorr±s (8:172-173):
In wiring classrooms it is wise to have outlets
at both the rear and the front of the room.
The baseboard socket is the most convenient for
any type of classroom projection; it is handy
to get at; extra cord can be flat on the floor;
and there is less danger of tripping' over cord
and upsetting lanterns.
Some prefer to have
the cord suspended directly over the projector.

Later in this chapter we will discuss the use of
the film at the student's desk.

It is easy to equip either

the projector or the special device used for viewing. films
at students'

seats with long enough cords to reach the

available outlets.

In the average drafting class the stu-

dent spends the major nart of his time at his desk working
on his drawings so the problem of cords laid on the floor
is not a major one.

The Use of the Iilm to Present a iTew Topic.

A new topic

normally is presented to the class in the form of

a

lecture
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accompanied by suitable board diagrams and drawings to
illustrate the steps in the process and to show methods

used in constructing the

dierent

views.

The difficulty,

mentioned earlier in this study, of adequately prepared

drawings to accompany the lecture is overcome by the use
of the teaching film.

The teaching film that is to show

the steps in drawing a geometric firure or to illustrate

the method of obtaining a sectioned view is carefully

planned before the original drawing is made.

The resulting

film shows a complete, carefully organized series of steps

which is much better prepared than is the imromtu presentation of the typical board demonstration.
rilests

in using this type of film show that the

film should be shown to

tI.e

class several times before the

lesson may be considered complete.
fact,

Dorns

says

In cormienting on this

(8:193):

To be of the
reatest service, a film that
presents considerable information should he
projected at least twice for definite periods
of study.
ach presentation reveals now
truths and arouses new..interests, calling for
rflerefore after the
more detailed study.
first presentation, ample time should be
allowed for cooperative discussion
before the second projection of the same film
is given.
.

.

The second presentation of an educational film
often secures more valuable res'lts than did
the first.
It is during this second study of
the film that any erroneous impressions may be
corrected, and a better 000rtunity is afforded
for comparison and verification of data.
It has
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also been lound that lessons are lar more valuable iI the teacher emphasizes a point here, or
calls attention to an important fact there,
that might otherwise be overlooked. Discretion
must be used, as an excellent film lesson might
be ruined by the incessant talking of a teacher.
A somewhat different technique than that outlined

by

Dorns will

he used for the drawing type of film.

the drawing film every line

is of major importance.

line may be left out if the drawin

complete.

In
10

construction is to be

The student's problem in watching the drawing

process unfold is; first, to recognize what is happening;
and second, to make any integration that is necessary for

him to understand the relation the different lines have to
one another.

After a short discussion of the problem that is
to be explained by use of the film,

enough discussion is

held so that the instructor may be certain that the class

understands the purpose and content of the film.

This may

be considered as a mental road map that is given to the

class before the film is shown and on which certain impor-

tant stops as well as different points of interest along
the way are called to their attention.

llov,

pith the

projector threaded and the room properly darkened the
instructor takes his place near the screen (so that both
sight and hearing can be focused on the picture).

He

directs the student, who is operating the projector, to
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proceed with the picture.
The instructor follows the

cloture as it un-

folds with a running comment in which he explains the

relationship of parts of the drawinc,, the reasons for each
part, and the results to be expected from the drawing pro-

cess that is being shown.

1e

should avoid carefully a

monotonous repitition of statements of fact, of repeating
in words what the student can see

watching the picture.

so much better while

The technique of talking with the

picture has much importance.

The commentator should view

the film and be thoroughly familiar with its content before

attempting to show it.

He can then time his comments on

the action of the filin and complete his remarks when the

action is completed.

HiS comments may never extend beyond

the action and run into a part of a following action.
iTeither should his comments be confined completely to the

film itself.

An effective commentator may bring in many

interesting points as he runs through the picture to add to
the interest of the group, and to couple it more closely

with the work they are doing on their drawing boards.
During the showing of part of a film that the
class has difficulty in understanding, the instructor

should request the operator to reverse the pro'jector and
run the film backwards past the point of difficulty.
the projection light remains on,

If

the action seems to erase
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itself from the screen and often produces an amusing situation.

Jhen a picture has been taken of a person drawing a

line, reversing the machine causes the pencil to erase the
line.

student oerator may place his hand in front of

The

the lens of the projector until the action has been

re-

traced if the class has a tendency to become boisterous.
Then, when he reverses the machine, the action starts over

again and the discussion can be resumed, repeated, or new
points brought out during the second showing.

Any part of the film which the class finds obscure
can be repeated over and over again until it is understood

thoroughly.

Torma1ly, repitition should not occur more than

three times, since part of the class will have

rased

the

point on the first or second showing and will become restive during repeated

showings.

Under these conditions the

student needing further help should view the film on the
small screen at the end of the demonstration.
The purpose of the first showing is to introduce
the topic and to give

time for recognition and partial inte-

gration of the information it contains.

when the film has

been run through. completely, it should be discussed briefly.
The student operator will take two or three minutes to

rewind the film and to rethread it through the machine f or
another showing.
During the second showing the students are
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cautioned to watch Lor any points that were missed on the
first showing.
this showing.

There should be little discussion during
±3efore the second viewing o±

the film their

attention may be focused on the action in the film or on
the relation of its parts, by tellin

them to be ready to

explain the action of the film durin, the third showing.
The film may again be stopped or reversed to clear up any

point requested by members of the class.

while the film

is being rewound and rethreaded for the third showing they

will have time to think out the parts of the process.

During the last showing some student is selected
to take the place of the

teacher as commentator.

This

student may explain the whole action or a different student may explain each separate part of the film.

It has

been found that students enjoy this tyne of showing and that
it causes

then to be alert during the first and second

showings to get all the peints involved in the film.

It

has proven to be a fine motivating device and one that
fixes attention unusually well.
The teaching type of film which shows the tool

techniques or the adjustment of equipment as well as the
animated type of films are excellent to use for class demonstrations, for single students, or for small groups of
students.

The process was used at Richmond largely for

class demonstration, but has been found to be equally
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successful at Stockton when small groups were read-ar for the
discussion. The saiie technique has been used with equal
success in teachin raduate classes at Corvallis.
Use of

Iilm

: Individual Students.

One

of the out-

standin5 values oÍ the teaching film occurs when it is used
or individual instruction. It may be used to repeat a
lesson to students who have been absent at the time of the
demonstration. Other valuable uses of the film become
possible \ihen the class is tauht on an individual basis,
with each student working. at his own speed. The most outstanding use of the film for individual instructicn is made
possible h the film viewer. IJany possibilities are
realized when the projector is used with a small projection
tunnel. Still other uses occur when the film repeater is
used with the Drojector. We will first consider the opera-

tion and possibilities of the projection tunnel.
Use 2

the Projection Thnnel.

One

of the most effective

for the individual student to view a filii in the undarkened room is by means of the projection tunnel. Essentially, the projection tunnel consists of a small screen
protected from unwanted light by means of the opaque surfaces of a three-walled tunnel. The diaram at Figure 6
shows such a tunnel. The tunnel used at Stockton was made
ways

of heavy cardboard.

A

translucent screen,

made

of tracing

/
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paper or tracing cloth fastened on a frame, is set in
near the center of the tunnel.

The wide opening of the

tunnel allows a group of students to see the nicture, yet
stops light from reaching the screen.
so

The tunnel was made

that it would fold for ¿onvenient storage.
The student sits facing the tunnel so the light

from the projector reaches him through the translucent
screen.

iJore

light is transmitted

tbrouh

the

translucent

screen than would be reflected from an aluminum screen or
a beaded

screen.

A disadvantage of the translucent screen

occurs when it is used for larger groups, because students

sitting at either side rapidly lose illumination and get
a poor view of the

picture.

Students move their drawing board, tools, and
equipment to a bench in front of the tunnel to watch the
film.

They ask the instructor to reverse and repeat parts

of the film as many times as is necessary to get the in-

formation contained in the film.

The student may exnlain

the film after viewing it as was done in the class

demonstration.

when used in this fashion the film requires the
teacher's time or the time of some student foreman to set

up and operate the machine.

Under ideal conditions the

projector should be simple enough so that any student could
easily thread and run it without damage to the film.

At
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present this is possible but hardly advisable because bhe
projectors are still too complicated ±or such use, and
there is still the possibility of damaging the film.

This

difficulty is overcome when the film repeater is used with
the projector and the projection tunnel.

The use of the Film Repeater.

It would be desirable, when

using the projection tunnel, for the film to continue runfling

while the student learns the contents of the film.

This would release the instructor or the student foreman

for other activities.

Such a use of the film is possible

when the repeating device is set up with the projector.
Speer (15) found, in making his study of the animated film,
that the repeater developed at Stockton by the writer in
the process of this study, was a rediscovery of an idea

originally worked out by
at Stockton,
set.

dison.

The repeater,

as developed

consists of a base on which the projector is

Attached to one side of this base are two separate

sets of supports that carry a series of film spools.

lower support is fastened to the side of the base.

The

The

upper support slides on two dowels, so that it can be
raised or lowered during use.

Two thumb screws are ar-

ranged to clamp the uprer support to the dowel spreaders.
The repeater is shown in Figure 7.
The spools are grooved to support the film only

on its edges,

so that no scratches will be made on the

The

Film Repeater and the Projection Tunnel
Figure 7

r'

C)

emulsion or on the clear celluloid back surface as the

film runs throuh the repeater. The spools must be reasonably large so that the film is bent as little as possible
in going over them.
The film, instead of being wound on a metal spool,
is spliced together into a continuous ioop. A strip of
exosed film that is totally black, or a strip of leader,
is sDliced between the ends of the filin to indicate the
beginning and the end of the action. The film is then
threaded on the repeater, running from the driving sprockets of the projector directly to two spools placed on the
repeater, so the film will rub against no part of the projector. The remainder of the film then is looped back and
forth over the spools and the upper support raised or
lowered until the entire length of the film is acconmodated. By movin the projector on the repeater base the
film is slackened until it will run smoothly through the
projector. Vhen too tir:ht, the film will bind and tear
when going through the sprockets of the machine. If too
loose, it will jump off the spools. Practice has shown
that the film may be allowed to run continuously for thirty
minutes or more with entirely satisfactory

results.

student wishing to view the film places his
drawing board and equipment before the tunnel, turns on
A

the projector, and watches the action on the screen.

In

this way he can view drawing processes,

struction of tanerts.

or such use

such as the con-

the repeater has

been proven to be a superior teaching device.
dent,

1earnin

to forn

a new letter group,

can watch the

stroke sequence repeated until it is mastered.

great values of the repeater occurs when
bein:. learned that requires drill

a

Or a stu-

One of the

technique is

for mastery.

ma.r

be watched on the screen, then

in

board without shutting off the projector.

The skill

racticed on the drawThiring the

interval followinO; the part of the process that the watching student is studying, the film loop runs through the

machine and allows time for the student to practice and
exreriment with the technique.

when confused, he can

wait for the action to be repeated, when he can correct the
errors in his technique.

When he has mastered the process

he turns off the projector and returns,

equirment,

to his seat.

with his board and

The projector, with no further

attention, is ready for the next student who wishes to
study this process.
It has been customary during the three hour

classes at Stockton, to set up the film repeater, thread
the film,
iflT'

and to leave it.

Many students move their draft-

equipment to the repeater and practice the processes

while the ricture runs through the machine.

This device is

of unusual value for introducing new techniques in the use
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of tools and instruments as well as in shoviin8 details of
the processes,

such as the construction of tangents or

details of the many projection methods commonly found in
drafting.
Another value of the teachinr film for individual
student use occurs when a film viewer is available.

The

film viewer is probably one of the least expensive tyJes
of devices for using the teaching film.

It is also the

simplest to use.
The Film Viewer.

The film viewer is an adaptation of a

standard film editor to classroom use that was discovered

during this study.
The film viewer consists of two film rewinds and
a viewing screen mounted on a common base.

See Figure 8.

The film, which runs through a sprocket arrangement, actu-

ates a shutter or rotary prism that gives the effect of

motion that may be seen on the viewin8 screen.
found that

ari

editor with a screen about four inches by six

inches in size, or larer, was desirable.
sizes of viewinr
ture.

It was

The smaller

screens tend to lose the detail of a

pic-

Illumination is supplied by a 25 or 50 watt globe.

There are a number of definite advantages that occur when
the film viewer is used.
the se advantage s:

Following are a list of some of
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1.

It requiros no room darkening.

2.

It can be used on a student's desk,

3.

The viewing screen is part of the unit.

4.

It is easily threaded and operated.

5,

rflI

6.

It can use any

7.

It is difficult to tear the film.

8.

It takes up little classroom space.

9.

It is small and compact.

10.

are no complicated switches or controls.

lenth

of film.

It is simple and has little likelihood of

trouble.
11.

i-low

A film viewer costs less than a projectcr.

Film Viewer is Operated.

The student who wishes

instruction in a nrocess such as the method of drawing the

hexagonal head bolt and nut sets the film viewer on his
desk where he can watch the drawing, process on the screen,
and so he can work on his drawing after he understands part
of the process.

After the film is threaded, either by the student
or with the assistance of the instructor,

the film is drawn

through the machine by turning the rewind handle

The

present projectors require some practice to accustom the

user to the proper operating speed and to the maintenance
of suitable tension on the

filmas

it runs into the viewer.

The student can reverse and review any iDart of the film, or

the entire film may be rewound so that it can be repeated.
The viewer is small and light so that a student can handle
it easily.

An interesting' sidelight may be mentioned here
in the use of the films as brought out during the course of

this study.

Generally, boys worked singly when the film

was viewed by means of the repeater or the tunnel.
on the other hand,

Girls,

seemed to make use of it in groups of

two or three so they could discuss the film and the tech-

niques or processes that it was showing.
A disadvantage inherent in the film viewer is
the size of the translucent screen which prevents more than

about three people from using it, because the image rapidly
is lost as one gets away from the direct rays of trans-

mitted light, so that persons standing on either side can
see little or none of the action.

Experience gained during the study would indicate
that desk use of the viewer would be more desirable in the

average classroom than for the student to leave his desk
to use

the viewer.

An intriguing possibility of the viewer

lies in its adaptation for use as a repeater.

This might

be done by the addition of a suitable container into vhich
the film could feed and from which it could be drawn as
the user cranked the rewind device.

Such an arrangement

would necessitate several minor changes in the rewind and
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in the construction of the viewer itself.

Use of the Teaching Film with Instruction Sheets
It is a widely accepted fact, as explained by

Dorns

(8:v-vi), that the film is not an end in itself.

It is simply another device that aids the good teacher in

getting to the mind of the uncertain student a clearer and
more complete picture and understanding of the process or

technique or the description that he needs.
The endeavor of every proressive teacher at the
present time is to plan school work so that pupils may master it much as efficient people
outside the schools master their tasks.
This
is accomplished by giving children a fundamental understanding of the motives that underlie
the work they do, so that there is implanted
within themselves a never-failing source of
inspiration to carry on.
The teacher who has succeeded in this high endeavor finds in visual instruction one of the
strongest methods of prompting, natural learning
and the proper motivation of the pupils efforts;
and in visual aids she finds the most efficient
instruments wherewith to bring vividness and
concreteness to the child in his attempts to
learn.
Through its use in modern education,
many economies are made possible; for it naturally follows that results are more definite and
are secured in much less time.
Indeed, if
visual aids are sufficiently and properly used,
the greater load put upon the school in recent
years may be satisfactorily carried without
prolonging the child's period of training and
with much greater benefit to him in equipping
him for life's duties.

The effectiveness of the teaching filin can be
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increased by the use oí the written teaching aid preiared
as

art oÍ the teaching unit which includes the teaching

film.

There are many forms in which the written aid can

be built.

drawin

A lesson may be written to explain the method of

an ellipse with a French curve or how to draw a

curve tangent to two lines.

The process is explained in

detail in the lesson sheet which is written to íollow

ood

teaching practice and to conform to the teaching film.

The

student who easily conprehends written materials will get

results quite rapidly from reading the lesson sheet.

or

him, the visual aid is an added assistance and a teaching

device which confirms the correct methods he develops from
his reading or drafting practice or which corrects methods
that he has developed either from a poor reading technique,

from lack of understanding of the explanations, or on
account of lack of instructor supervision and checking.
It is common to find students sitting before the

film repeater reading the lesson sheet and watching the

film alternately until they are satisfied with the method
that is shown.
The teaching film has furnished a valuable ad-

junct which permitted processes hard to describe and to

illustrate in a text to be shown in the form of motion.

No

effort was made in this study to determine the desirability
of showing first the film or to encourage the student to
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work Írom a lesson sheet before seeing the

film, rather the
film was treated as an additional teaching aid to be used
as needed to assist the student in understanding the information contained in the lesson sheet and in grasping the
sequence of operations.
Use 2.

Film

Remedial Teachin Device.

Review in

drafting is as necessary as is review in other learning
situations. The student, who for one reason or another has
had insufficient time or information to practice a process
until he has mastered it, loses his proficiency in the
techniciue or forgets the sequence of operations. The
instructor can observe easily when grading drawings, or when
observing the students at work at their desks, that certain
parts of the lessons lack sufficient clearness to the student. Several ways may be used to observe that the student
needs remedial instruction. Loys who cony the work of
other students; those who spend much of their class time
visiting and watching other students work; those whose drawings have been erased frequently; and those who report that
they could not make the drawing, need reiied1al instruction
or further complete instruction. The film is an excellent
remedial teaching device because it can be used as a rapid
method of reviewing material that the student has misread
or misunderstood in their text, in their lesson sheet, or
from the original demonstration. It offers him a chance to
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rebuild his understanding of the material.

This is parti-

cularly true of geometric solutions in which a rather

plicated process must be remembered.

com-

One difficulty in

teaching geometric processes occurs since many processes
the student should know are seldom used in the problems

selected for most drawing courses.
the

liJnder

these conditions

student gains insufficient practice in constructing

these geometric figures.

Oy using the

remedial device the student can in
entire construction,

or oart of it,

a

teachng film

as a

few minutes review the
seeing it repeatedly

enough to fix in his mind the necessary process.

T'ne

film

viewer may be used at his desk while he practices making
the construction, or the film may be used on the repeater.

Other oprortunities for the film as

a

remedial

device occur in the review or reteaching of instrumentation

techniques and in lettering instruction, to mention but two
outstanding areas of difficulty.

The detailed uses of the

teaching film as a remedial device has been but barely
touched in this study.

It is susceptible to great exoan-

sion and needs extensive further study.

Dorns

(8:7) may

be quoted on this point:

.
.
The results secured with any educational
tool depends chiefly upon its judicious application in a given situation. Iiow it is handled
is an important factor .
On account of their
newness and complexity a special technique must
be developed for their use, in order to gain
the maximum efficiency with the least
.

.
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expenditure oí time and energy.
The serious
and difficult problems are how to improve the
quality ol' the materials and how to use them
most effectively in teaching.
.

LTse

of Films for Teachi

Lettering.

.

The whole problem of

lettering might well be made the subject of a separate
study.

This is one of the most difficult areas to teach

and one that has far too little attention and development.

Formation of letters offers a number of difficult teaching
and learning problems.

if we were to analyze these pro-

blems, we would find that one learning the form of letters
must understand certain design principles conmonly taught
in art courses.

These principles have to do first with the

recognition of the relation of space areas enclosed within
the letter outline, and involve

of one area against the other,
area,

such things as the balance
the outline shape of the

as well as the so-called motion produced by the rela-

tion of straight and curved lines inherent in the letter
shape.
This information is difficult to impart without

first providing the student with an excellent background of

design principles.

It is the writer's belief that this

material can be condensed and built into a form suitable
for the use of the drafting student.

As such it should fur-

fish him with the basis for appreciation of letter design.
A second major problem of teaching lettering is
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convincing means the important facts
about stroke order. This information should be imparted

to

show by sorîe

that the resulting poor letter shape due to
improper stroke order, or to inefficient working methods,
can be clearly shown and, by contrast, the desirable
results of usin: a more efficient stroke order. This
brings out one of the great advantages of the teaching film
in that it makes possible the enlargement of the pencil
point to a size that shows the smooth sequence of motion in
forming letter shapes. The camera can be set in an advantageous position, to show clearly the action of the îencil
in forming the letter shapes. This action is hidden from
the student by the position of the instructor's hand, arm,
in such

a way

and body.
The

difficult techniques

of the use of ink with

the different types of lettering pens, the use of color
and brush in the formation of letters, the delicate details
of touch and of stroking to get finished corners and seriphs

decorative letters, details f technique in the formation of curved parts of letters and of stroke joinings,
are easy to show in a filin, a few feet of which tells more
than any amount of explanation or demonstration. The
on

possibilities of

studies in this field are
tremendous. Lfuch of the technique ±nvolved in brush work
occurs so smoothly and at such a speed that it is extremely
slow motion
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difficult to see during an individual demonstration and
it is almost impossible

to explain in words.

Other tossi-

bilities that might be mentioned are color mixing, care
and conditioning of pens and brushes, operation of the

silk screen, etc.

Animation was used during this study to produce
a series

of lessons on the method of making one group of

letters.

Producing Films as

a

Teaching

et1od.

Perhaps one of the

most effective ways of teaching drafting occurs when either
the

class or a small group in the class undertake the

writin

of a script and the taking of a teaching picture.

There are a number of reasons why the preparation of the

picture is valuable.

It is unusual for a high school stu-

dent to be able to analyze the drawing process because he
is either learning them or is concerned with the mastery of

techniques and is busy with practice on the drawing board.

After he has had some experience in making drawin,s, he is
ready to perform the analysis needed in nreparing a film
The group of students may be directed while

planning the script, through a considerable amount of research in all available references, to find the most

desirable techniques to use in this film,

This makes

possible a comparative study of methods advocated by different authorities in the drafting field and provides

r.'.]

L!L

motivation for the ana1rsis that would be hard to supply

by other means.

Another value cones í'rom the interest

of'

some member of the class who has had considerable exper-

lence in photography and who can act as the

selection

01'

cameraman.

1Jne

camera an[les at once raises an important pro-

blen in the best positions to use for showing the desired
parts of the technique.

This is valuable since it focuses

attention on the details of the technique that otherwise
are often considered hurriedly,

found that each motion,

if at all.

It will be

each sequence of the technique, as

well as the end result obtained by variations of the

pro-

cess will be thoroughly discussed and a final selection

made on the basis of the judgment of the group taking the
picture.
It is advisable to take more footage than will

he needed in the completed film so that cutting may be done
as a part of the editing process.

Titles must be selected

after a decision as to whether they will be used or not.
This forces a discussion of the relative values of titles

and subtitles as against their entire omission,

so that the

film can be used as a demonstration device either for
individuals or for the class.

An interestinr

value of the

teacher-prepared or class-prepared film is the recognition
by students in the following semester of student-actors
appearing in the film.

This gives it a personalized
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element that is lacking in any of the coimiercialiy-pretared
films.

Films were planned not only to act, when completed,

as a teaching device, but also during, their making

as an interest-builder and as a means of vitalizing the

work in the drafting class.
dents to plan the

ft

This was done by allowing, stu-

scrit't for the

icture as well as to be

actors in it.
The process to be shown in the film was carefully

discussed and planned by the instructor and the student
actors.
up.

Then an outline of the contents of the filin was set

}'inally,

the procedure to be followed by the students

taking part in the making of the film was carefully planned
and practiced before any attempt was nade to do any photo-

graphy.
This method was used to film many of the units
shown in this study.

Students were chosen for the privi-

lege of acting in the film showing the construction of the

ellipse who had shown better than average results in their

drafting.

They had been successful in draw±ng the ellipse

and were able to use the French curve with some degree of
skill.

They took their privilege very seriously.

Discus-

sion of the detailed methods and of the correct procedures
to be

shown in the film brought out the important parts of

the process and proved to be a valuable learning unit for

them.

They discussed in detail points about good

loo

draftsmanship that were not mentioned in any text or other
lesson material.

They considered details of procedure and

technique that showed surprising grasp of principle as

well as of drafting practice.
Throughout the development of these pictures,
the students showed the highest interest in assisting in
the preparation of the

script for the picture and they

developed an unusually keen insight in the details of the
drafting processes they were to film.

The exhaustive dis-

cussion and the detailed consideration of methods that were

brought out and studied proves that the process of taking
these films is an excellent teaching device.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMHARY
The Study Summarized.

Ai'T])

REO OMLNDATI OHS

The changing concept of education in

which is emphasized the requirements of the non-college
high school student is forcing a new consideration of the
teaching problems that arise in the drafting class.

'e no

longer can expect the student to accommodate himself to
the drafting course; instead we nTnst be prepared to fit the

course to the student.

This concept immediately focuses a

new light upon the content of the course and on teaching

methods.
In making this study the need for a better hand-

lin

of difficult areas grew out of years of teaching ex-

perience and grading of many drawings.

Difficult areas

were determined by noting drawings which consistently were

poorly done or which contained errors.

The attempt to find

suitable methods of instruction led to the development and

testing of many teaching methods and devices which included
the use of textbooks,

the use of the lecture method, a trial

of lecture-demonstration,

the devising of loose and bound

lesson sheets, and the construction of demonstration equipment.

Hany drawings in large wall-chart form were drawn;

hundreds of lesson sheets were written; and finally, these
ideas crystallized into the development of teaching motion
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pictures for use in the drafting class.

Since no draft-

ing teaching films were available, suitable films were

planned and were taken br the writer.
During the development of the teaching motion

pictures it was necessary to design and to construct an
animating device and to develop techniques of animating

drawings.

This led to the testing of suitable drawing pa-

pers and boards, colors, pens, brushes, and other necessary

equinment.

It should be noted that no time was spent in

the technical study of motion picture photography.

esting

was done on the method of adapting available equinment for

teaching-urposes and in develoning methods of presenting
the films in the classroom at Richmond, at Stockton, and
at Corvallis, with a consequent discovery and adaptation

of the filin repeater and the film viewer.
It has been the purpose of this study to re-

examine teaching met1ods as applied to the draftinp. course.
In this process

ol'

re-examination the motion picture stands

out as a highly efficient teaching aid in presenting the

techniques and processes involved

n the study of drafting.

Incidental to this problem, the study has developed the
fact that the teaching film can be prepared by the individual teacher and has detailed the techniques and equipment

used in preparin.

such film.

The study has highlighted

certain areas in drafting that are unusually difficult for
the learning student to master by accepted teaching
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techniques and the consideration and development of teachin

aids and devices that make more efficient both the

teaching and 1earnin

process in these areas.

0f strikinn value is the benefit of the motion

picture as a teachinr2, device to the weak student or to the
slow learner.

Often, the

slow learner is slow only because

he is a poor reader or one unable to

from

the.

ras

abstractions

written word and from the commonly used forms of

demonstration.
If the highlighting of these education diffi-

culties attracts the attention of educators and results in
the removal of ther

as difficulties to the

study will have been worthwhile.
to a new teaching technique,

ing becomes more efficient,

worthwhile.

If,

student, this

in pointing the way

the learning process in draftthe

study will have been

Attentiön is called to the group of teaching

devices mentioned in the study that allow any drafting
teacher a wide enough selection to fit the teaching film
into his classroom situation.

Implications of the Study.

Facts raised in this study

suggest that the whole subject of draftin-

neez revision,

with a searching and skeptical eye cast upon present
accepted teaching methods and outlines.

That these impli-

cations are shared by other than the writer is proven by
the wealth of textbooks in this field in which a groping
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for new methods and treatment of the drafting subject is

evident.

Recommendations.
1.

A careful and comprehensive analysis of draftin

methods and sdl1s is needed.

This analysis

should be in such form that. it is understandable
to the rank and file

of draftin, teachers.

It

should be made from a point of view of the stu-

dent learning drafting,

and have as an objective

primarily his learning problems.

This objective

should gradually be transferred throughout the
course until at the end of the course it is

focused upon practical values.
2.

From contact with many projection machines both
in the classroom and in teacher training institutions,

it has become evident that there is a

serious need for an inexpensive yet rugged projector that can be threaded and operated by the

average high school student and which will not

damace a film.

The present projector is too com-

plex, too bulky, and too expensive.
3.

Available film viewers need certain improvements
to better fit them for

student use.

nong these

improvements are a uniform speed control, a
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larger screen, a way to prevent burning film

during stops, control of film tension,
rewind and a repeating device.

safer

a

This machine

also must be simplified and reduced in cost.

Teaching films are needed as indicated in the

4.

appendix to introduce nearly every topic into

which

a

drafting course is divided.

These

films also are needed for many areas other than
the introduction of new topics.

The production of this group of films is a major
.

task and was one which should be done by a

merciai producer under the direction of

corri-

a

qualified and sympathetic drafting instructor.
It would be a boon to drafting teachers to have

this material avail.ble and so inexpensive that
it could be used as Widely as a textbook.
5.

The teaching film should be accompanied by

correlated textbooks, lesson sheets, and work
guides.
6.

Until these films become available, film
libraries sêem a logical source of this valuable
teaching aid.

7.

It is urged

that high schools and colleges

provide competent instructors with photographic
equipment and materials which

perrriit

them to
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exDeriment in producing teaching motion
pictures íor use in draftinr, classes.
8.

1.eriedia1

teaching in drafting classes offers

an interesting field for study, and one that

should be followed hand in hand with the

development of the teaching film and the
animated film.
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